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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

Baltimore reduced vio-
lent crime by 26% from

1999 through 2003,
ranking 1st among the
nation's 25 big cities.

A small percentage of
the population is respon-
sible for the overwhelm-

ing majority of violent
crime.

The criminal narcotics
trade is the root cause
of most violent crime.

ComStat is the primary
tool used to deploy

personnel, measure
performance, and

ensure accountability. 

ComStat sessions have
been streamlined.

Under the leadership of Mayor Martin O'Malley, Baltimore
tops the nation in the rate of violent crime reduction since
1999.  Baltimore Police Commissioner Kevin P. Clark has

developed a plan of action to sustain this extraordinary achieve-
ment through an innovative and comprehensive strategy to dis-
mantle criminal drug organizations and remove professional crimi-
nals and recidivist offenders from Baltimore's communities.

Utilizing the Five Dimensions - Disrupt, Debrief, Deploy, Dismantle,
and Deliver - Commissioner Clark's plan emphasizes operational
procedures and tactics that progressively disrupt and dismantle
criminal behavior.  Through the effective application of these
enforcement options, along with the development of change-orient-
ed partnerships with community groups, private organizations, and
other government agencies, the Baltimore Police Department will
deliver comfort and security to Baltimore's neighborhoods. 

Commissioner Clark's approach to fighting crime in Baltimore is
unprecedented.  It affirms the nexus between criminal drug organi-
zations and violence, and directs the Police Department's
resources toward eliminating the gangs and individuals who are
responsible for making Baltimore one of the nation's most violent
cities.

ComStat drives the City's efforts to reduce homicide and other vio-
lence.  Introduced to Baltimore in 2000 by Mayor O'Malley,
ComStat's effectiveness is well established as a tool in identifying
crime patterns and trends; directing field and investigative opera-
tions; and managing personnel, equipment, and finances.  Now
more than ever, the Department uses ComStat to preemptively
attack drug organizations and target violent offenders.
Commissioner Clark has streamlined the process so that com-
manders spend less time preparing for ComStat sessions and
more time analyzing crime problems for tactical deployment.

As the Department successfully progresses through the various
stages of this plan, tremendous achievements are being docu-
mented since Commissioner Clark's arrival in 2003:



Crime Reduction

� The number of Part I crimes committed in Baltimore is at its
lowest since 1970. The FBI identifies Part I crimes as the most
serious crimes:  homicide, rape, robbery, aggravated assault,
burglary, larceny, auto theft, and arson. 

� Baltimore leads the
nation's large cities
in the reduction of
violent crime.

� Total violent crime
and property crime
fell by its greatest
margin within the
past five years.

� Baltimore police
engineered a five-
year low in the combined number of murders and shootings.

Enforcement Focus

� Officers issued 317% more criminal citations for quality of life
offenses and misdemeanor crimes in 2003 than in 2002.

� Officers arrested more offenders than at any time during the
past five years.

� Officers made 379% more felony narcotic arrests as compared
to 2002, contributing to a 202% increase in felony narcotic
indictments.

911 Call Reduction

� Directed patrols and proactive enforcement reduced total 911
calls for service by 145,626, an 11% reduction and the greatest
decrease within the past five years.

The men and women of
the BPD have shown
tremendous commit-
ment to their mission.
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Effective crimefighting
efforts begin when an

arrest is made. Officers
no longer hand off

cases to prosecutors
but instead join with the

state to make a com-
plete and coordinated

effort at reducing
crime. 

The Office of the
State's Attorney has

teamed with
Commissioner Clark to
identify and effectively

prosecute the city's
most notorious

offenders.

Violent Offenders Prosecuted and Convicted

Due to an unprecedented collaboration between the Baltimore
Police Department and the Office of the State's Attorney, detectives
and prosecutors consult with one another (when possible) before
charging defendants in murder and non-fatal shooting cases.  This
ensures prosecutors are involved in the City's most serious cases at
the earliest opportunity.  Furthermore, with the launch of the War
Room (located at the Central Booking & Intake Facility) in 2003,
prosecutors immediately identify repeat violent offenders when offi-
cers arrest them, and argue for a no bail status in order to keep
these dangerous criminals off the street before trial.  As a result of
this cooperative effort:

� Murder convictions increased by 9% as compared to 2002.

� Convictions for 1st degree murder indictments rose to 77%,
exceeding 70% for the first time since 1999.

� State prosecutors dismissed only 4% of murder cases before
trial as compared to 13% in 2002.

� Federal prosecutors increased the number of federal gun case
indictments by 102% as compared to 2002.  Conviction rates
for these cases hover at 98% and carry real time, no parole
sentences.

INNOVATIONS AND NEW COMMITMENTS
These achievements are the direct result of effectively managing the
Baltimore Police Department's resources.  During the 2004/05 fiscal
year, effective management will become even more critical as the
department continues to progressively decrease crime and do so
with a diminishing operating budget.  What follows is an overview of
the tactics, programs, and restructuring moves already completed,
currently underway, or that are scheduled for implementation.

INNOVATIONS

Developing and Implementing the Five Dimensions

The Five Dimensions guide all of the department's operational and
administrative efforts.  From the Patrol to the Organized Crime to the
Detective and Administrative Divisions, all members of the depart-
ment work within or directly support the Five Dimensions in order to
dismantle criminal organizations and restore comfort and security to
all of Baltimore's great neighborhoods.
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Patrol officers are being
empowered to partici-
pate in the intelligence-
gathering process. 

ComStat is not just a
question-and-answer
session among com-
manders. It is a daily
analysis of computer-
generated crime statis-
tics to make effective
deployment decisions.

Criminal organizations
are dismantled with the
effective management
of intelligence and
through communication,
coordination, and coop-
eration among divisions.

The BPD abides by this credo:

� DISRUPT all illegal behavior through compliance-gaining
techniques and enforcement by citation and arrest.

Officers must disrupt the ability of individuals involved in the nar-
cotics trade to do business, particularly in open-air drug markets.
The newly created Organized Crime Division drives this effort by
using undercover narcotics detectives to infiltrate drug organiza-
tions through buy-and-bust tactics.  The Patrol Division supports
disruption with preemptive enforcement tactics that challenge all
illegal behavior.

� DEBRIEF all arrestees to gain intelligence on illegal activi-
ty, criminal organizations, and wanted persons.

Officers must attempt to debrief all persons taken into custody,
particularly those identified as professional criminals and recidi-
vist offenders.  This effort is aided by a commitment to provide
hands-on interrogation and investigative-related computer train-
ing for all personnel and by a move to equip patrol cars with
security partitions and district stationhouses with adequate tem-
porary detention facilities.

� DEPLOY resources with a focus on the unique crimes and
conditions of the Police Department's nine districts.

Patrol officers, narcotics detectives, and Detective Division inves-
tigators must deploy to priority locations where unlawful behavior
most clearly affects communities' comfort and security.  ComStat
analysis must occur daily in each command to promptly identify
criminal patterns and trends and develop effective deployment
tactics.

� DISMANTLE criminal organizations affecting the comfort
and security of Baltimoreans.

Officers dismantle criminal organizations by systematically iden-
tifying, charting, and building cases against these organizations'
members. Communication, Coordination, and Cooperation
between the Police Department's divisions is essential for ensur-
ing the first three dimensions are supporting efforts to dismantle.



� DELIVER professional cases to prosecutors, fulfilling the
Department's responsibility of delivering communities back
to the law-abiding citizens of Baltimore.

Officers deliver offenders to the criminal justice system when they
prepare professional cases for prosecution.  They deliver neigh-
borhoods back to communities by building police-citizen partner-
ships where community members assume responsibility for a
neighborhood's long-term stability once police have dismantled
criminal organizations. 

To succeed, the Five Dimensions must operate in a synchronized
manner according to one of two approaches:

1) Disrupt - Debrief - Deploy - Dismantle - Deliver

2) Deploy - Debrief - Disrupt - Dismantle - Deliver

The first and third dimensions, then, are interchangeable, but
dimensions two, four, and five must remain consistent.

Establishing a Multi-Post Mentality

Responsibility for crime reduction does not end at a line on a map.
Accordingly, while "post integrity" and "sector integrity" serve valu-
able purposes for dispatching 911 calls and managing personnel,
officers now deploy to areas where a district needs them most, not
within predetermined geographic boundaries.  Known as the "Multi-
Post Mentality," this directed approach to patrol grants commanders
the authority to deploy a shift's officers to priority locations - small
areas within each of the city's nine districts that are characterized by
a high volume of citizens' 911 calls, open-air drug trafficking, vio-
lence, gang activity, crime patterns and trends, and quality of life
infractions.  This approach builds teamwork, fosters an equal divi-
sion of labor, and proactively targets crime problems that adversely
affect a community's comfort and security.

Creating the Organized Crime Division

Many crime-fighting strategies have been attempted in Baltimore,
but none have focused on systematically dismantling drug organi-
zations bottom to top - from the street-level dealers to the millionaire
drug bosses who direct the death and destruction in the City.  In May
2003, Commissioner Clark created the Organized Crime Division
through a restructuring of the Department's narcotics, vice, and sur-
veillance sections.  Selected through an intensive screening
process, its members disrupt street-level drug dealing with buy-and-
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The Department builds
partnerships with com-

munity members to
sustain neighborhoods'
comfort and security.

The "Multi-Post
Mentality" promotes

shared responsibility for
a district's crime

problems. It replaces
deployment by strict

geographic boundaries
with deployment by

crime trends and
patterns

The newly created
Organized Crime
Division focuses

resources on 
dismantling drug 

organizations.
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* Buy-and-bust operations use undercover detectives to make direct purchases from street-level drug dealers.  This tactic
ensures a felony drug charge for the dealer and is often the first step to infiltrating a drug organization.

bust operations*, debrief suspects for intelligence gathering and
deployment purposes, and build professional criminal cases to dis-
mantle drug organizations and deliver comfort and security to neigh-
borhoods long-ravaged by narcotics and violence.

The Organized Crime Division's duties are broad.  The Division has
staffing responsibilities for street-level enforcement, federal task
forces, port and terminal interdiction, prostitution and gambling
enforcement, auto crimes, computer crimes, electronic surveillance,
covert operations, and asset forfeiture.  New tactics and procedures
to emerge from the Organized Crime Division include:

� Narcotics Field Testing - Detectives test narcotics immediately
upon seizure, streamlining the indictment process and saving
court overtime costs.

� Databases - The Division databases all investigative and
enforcement activity to efficiently track case development and
prepare for trial.  It also maintains a debriefing database with
the Detective Division to share intelligence on drug organiza-
tions and repeat offenders, and manages all of the
Department's confidential informants to ensure officer safety
and integrity control.

� Narcotics Field Operations Desk - Veteran detectives staff
this desk 24 hours a day, 7 days per week to provide support
and coordination to all enforcement and investigative personnel
and to field tips from community members through the 666-
DRUG Hotline.

A NEW COMMITMENT

Streamlining ComStat

ComStat's contribution to effectively reducing crime in Baltimore
cannot be overstated.  Commissioner Clark continues to capitalize
on its benefits as a tool of crime analysis and effective management
by transforming it into a process designed to enlighten and share
successes. Commanders now use ComStat sessions to discuss
crime problems and share successful tactical initiatives for replica-
tion in other priority locations throughout the City.  Commanders
also appear for ComStat sessions every two weeks rather than
every week, allowing sufficient time to accurately measure deploy-
ment results and respond to the counter-movements of criminal
organizations.

The recruitment
process for OCD is
highly selective.

Intensive tactical and
legal training for all OCD
members increases
safety and improves
cases.

New administrative
operating procedures
support detectives'
enforcement efforts.

ComStat sessions are
now the clearinghouse
for sharing successful
tactics that eliminate
specific crime problems.
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Emphasizing Three Enforcement Options

The Five Dimensions require the use of multiple enforcement
options.  Whereas officers have historically relied almost exclusive-
ly on arrests to enforce the law, Commissioner Clark emphasizes
compliance-gaining techniques and the issuance of criminal and
civil citations to prevent and punish criminal behavior.  Thus, officers
are empowered with the discretion to determine whether compli-
ance, citation, or arrest would be most appropriate in a given situa-
tion.  With this newfound independence to solve problems, in 2003
officers made 5,346 more arrests and issued 16,783 more criminal
citations than in 2002.  This increased productivity and focused dis-
ruption is directly responsible for the year's 12% decrease in total
Part I crime and 11% decrease in 911 calls for service.

Commissioner Clark's citation initiative has been particularly benefi-
cial in reducing crime and managing overtime costs.  Rather than
making arrests for quality of life and misdemeanor offenses, issuing
citations enables officers to stay on the street to answer additional
calls for service and to conduct proactive enforcement.
Furthermore, because of the Early Resolution Court program, offi-
cers do not appear in court for offenses charged by citation unless
the defendant requests a trial.  Therefore, using citations as a pri-
mary enforcement option saves the city millions of dollars on over-
time costs to process arrests and attend court.

Building Community Partnerships 

Delivering neighborhoods to law-abiding community members is a
key component of the Five Dimensions. Building meaningful part-
nerships with community organizations is more than a catchy, polit-
ically savvy component of the Baltimore Police Department's crime
plan.  The Community Affairs Division at headquarters, in conjunc-
tion with the Community Relations Units in each police district, work
creatively to enlist public involvement in the department's crime-
fighting efforts.

The department runs dozens of community outreach programs.
Among them are:

� Operation Crime Watch - Launched in 2003, Operation Crime
Watch marks the first official partnership with the Mayor's Office
of Neighborhoods.  Its mission is to prevent and reduce crime
by creating and supporting neighborhood-based block watch
and citizen patrol programs through a partnership between citi-
zens, the Baltimore Police Department, the Mayor's Office of
Neighborhoods, and Baltimore/Washington High Intensity Drug
Trafficking Area.

Patrol officers deter-
mine the enforcement

option most appropriate
for the specific situation

- compliance, citation,
or arrest.

Issuing criminal citations
allows officers to

engage unlawful behav-
ior in a meaningful

enforcement manner,
gather intelligence on

offenders, and still
remain available on

patrol.

The BPD is at the serv-
ice of the community. 
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* Under Mayor O'Malley, Baltimore is an international model of how to operate city government. The mayor has adapted
ComStat to all city agencies, analyzing productivity, budgets, equipment, vehicles, attendance, and a host of other performance
and management indicators in the departments of finance, fire, health, parks and recreation, public works, and transportation.

� Police Athletic League (PAL) - A Baltimore institution, PAL
remains the cornerstone of the Police Department's youth
development and crime prevention activities.  PAL served thou-
sands of youth in 2003 and refocused its efforts to concentrate
more on academic enrichment.

� Churches in Action (CIA) - Spearheaded by faith leaders, CIA
organizes church members to gather for prayer and community-
building at some of the city's most notorious drug corners.

� District-Based Programs - Each of the police department's
nine districts organize Community Affairs Councils and Clergy
Coalitions, providing community members an opportunity to
voice their concerns to district commanders and allowing police
to build important alliances with community and religious leaders.

Improving Training

We have to equip officers with a variety of skills and competencies
for them to be effective in this complex and demanding profession. 

- Police Commissioner Kevin P. Clark

To be effective, the Education & Training Section has created and
enhanced numerous programs with the goal of making the
Baltimore Police Department the most professional in the nation.

� "ComStat College" - Mastering ComStat is not an easy feat.
Because its applications are far-reaching* and constantly evolv-
ing, commanders are scheduled for an intensive ComStat train-
ing program during the second quarter of 2004.  Led by one of
its developers in the NYPD, this training will educate command
members about how to use ComStat as a tool for improving
their commands' performance within the Five Dimensions.

� Uniformed Sensitivity in Action (USA) - USA is a cultural
diversity/ awareness program where police officers and commu-
nity members discuss common scenarios of contention (e.g.,
car stops) and how the underlying variables of power, empathy,
race, culture, and ethnicity may affect these interactions.

� Emergency Response Uniformed Patrol Training (ERUPT) -
Only 69% of Baltimore police officers have more than five years
of experience withdraws upon the experience of veteran officers
to discuss patrol response, tactics, and safety with the
Department's junior members.

The members of the
BPD will now be the
most professionally
trained in the nation.
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� Verbal Judo - Verbal Judo gives police officers the communica-
tion tools to defuse tense situations, gain compliance from citi-
zens, and reduce the need for the use of force.

� Buy and Bust Operations - The Organized Crime Division
provides its new members three weeks of intensive street-level
enforcement training.  Training topics include the role of under-
cover officers, narcotics field testing, case and trial preparation,
ethics and integrity, defensive tactics, managing confidential
informants, debriefing prisoners, gathering intelligence, execut-
ing search and seizure warrants, and dismantling drug organi-
zations.

� Computer Training - Too few officers, particularly in the patrol
ranks, are equipped to conduct productive debriefing sessions
and initiate preliminary investigations because of a lack of basic
knowledge about how to query departmental, city, state, and
federal databases.  By June 2004, a training program and refer-
ence manual will be in place so that all members of the agency
will learn to run driving records and criminal histories and be
equipped to search the department's Report Management
System (RMS), Citizen/Police Contact Receipt Database, and
Debriefing Database.

� Emergency Vehicle Operations and Control (EVOC) -
Emergency vehicle operations training is now held at a facility
run by the Maryland State Police.  This training is a more practi-
cal simulation of the challenging urban driving conditions
Baltimore police officers confront.

� Management Training - The Department now provides newly
promoted sergeants and lieutenants two weeks of management
training within their first year of promotion.  This exceeds the
Maryland Police Training Commission's guidelines and signals
the importance of mid-level supervision to the department's suc-
cess.  Commissioner Clark also created the rank of deputy
major, providing more mid-level supervisors the opportunity to
demonstrate their leadership and managerial skills before
assuming a command of their own.

� District Training Sergeants - State guidelines mandate offi-
cers receive 18 hours of training per year.  Because of opera-
tional demands, the department is unable to provide many
hours of formal training beyond this minimum requirement, with
exceptions granted for firearms training and specialized training
in the Organized Crime and Detective Divisions.  Therefore,
allocating and maximizing approximately ten minutes of training

The Department's plan
for professional develop-
ment far exceeds state

requirements.

Updated departmental
policy and training mate-
rials are now presented

to every officer in the
department by an

immediate supervisor.



The Department moni-
tors employee conduct
and performance
through systems and
inspections that identify
training needs and root-
out corruption.

Career advancement
and awards will be
based on past perform-
ance. 
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during each roll call is essential.  Each district now has one ser-
geant tasked with consolidating, distributing, and presenting
training materials to district personnel on a wide range of topics
including case law, trial preparation, and enforcement tactics.
This direct link from the Office of the Police Commissioner to
the districts also ensures information is accurately communicat-
ed to personnel and not filtered through multiple levels of com-
mand and bureaucracy.

Prioritizing Integrity

Absent systems to identify and track procedural, integrity, and crim-
inal violations, any profession is vulnerable to unchecked errors,
systemic corruption, and rogue employees.  Because of the nature
of policing and its abundant opportunities for transgression, the
Baltimore Police Department has created and implemented systems
to vigilantly monitor employee conduct and performance.  These
systems and training programs include a sophisticated database
(complete with electronic mapping) to track incidents and patterns of
officer behavior; an early warning complaint intervention system;
proactive integrity tests and targeted stings; immediate review of all
deadly force incidents by top-level commanders and training
instructors; an in-house arrest and control/defensive tactics pro-
gram; and twice-weekly Internal Affairs ComStat sessions.  The
department applies this same level of scrutiny to accurate crime
reporting and fiscal management through the Data Integrity Unit and
BudgetStat program.

Enhancing Career Opportunities

Commissioner Clark is committed to providing opportunities for
growth and advancement to patrol officers who consistently demon-
strate excellent performance.  These career opportunities will be
based on criteria of merit:  self-initiated production, performance
evaluations, teamwork, appearance, professionalism, loyalty to the
agency, disciplinary history, attendance record, and development of
operational and administrative solutions to problems.  Procedures
created to promote this meritocracy include the Career
Advancement Review Board (CARB) and a new general order
called "Career Path."  Additional opportunities for contribution and
recognition include focus groups, suggestion boxes, and new com-
mendations, all scheduled for implementation by the middle of 2004.
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Effective Policing

Baltimore Police Department
Police Commissioner Kevin P. Clark

� Disrupt: We shall use compliance-gaining techniques
and enforcement by citation and arrest to disrupt all
illegal behavior.

� Debrief: We shall debrief all arrestees in an effort to
gain intelligence on illegal activity, criminal organiza-
tions, and wanted persons. 

� Deploy: We shall deploy resources with a focus on the
unique crimes and conditions in each of the city's nine
districts.

� Dismantle: We shall dismantle criminal organizations
affecting the comfort and security of Baltimoreans.

� Deliver: We shall deliver professional cases to prose-
cutors, fulfilling the department's responsibility of deliv-
ering communities back to the law abiding citizens of
Baltimore.
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Supported by the Mayor and City Council, the men and women
of the Baltimore Police Department continue to lead the
nation in crime reduction.  However, despite this tremendous

progress, Baltimore remains one of the most violent cities in the
country.  For those who live and work here, it is clear the narcotics
trade is at the heart of this violence.  Therefore, any meaningful plan
to address violence in this city must confront narcotics traffickers
head-on.

Baltimore, more than most major cities, will continue to be tested
by determined foreign chemical attacks - by the chemical attacks
of cocaine and heroin, and the resulting casualties of drug addic-
tion and drug violence.

- Mayor Martin O'Malley, February 3, 2003

This plan reflects an in-depth, yearlong analysis of the Baltimore
Police Department and the crimes it must prevent and solve.  The
careful thought and complexity reflected within represents respect
and admiration for the residents of Baltimore, the members of the
police department, and Mayor O'Malley.

Although Baltimore leads the nation in the rate of violent crime
reduction since 1999, it is clear the Police Department must contin-
ue to make tremendous improvement in how it serves the public.
Our future success lies not in reengineering our efforts but in
reassessing the assumption that an effective plan involves a more
intensive application of what, at the time, were the best practices in
policing.

Police Commissioner Kevin P. Clark introduces his plan for the
Baltimore Police Department.  This plan focuses its resources at the
drug organizations that are fueling the city's violence. Specifically,
this crime plan focuses on tactics and operational efficiency.  New
strategies will be introduced which build upon the strategic and
administrative successes from the crime plan of 2000, Dramatically
Reducing Crime in Baltimore.

Among other improvements and innovations, this plan highlights the
creation of the Organized Crime Division, the streamlining of
ComStat, the implementation of the "Five Dimensions," a "Multi-
Post Mentality" to fighting crime, and fiscal responsibility.  The plan
will make evident that the Police Department must dismantle crimi-
nal narcotics organizations if it is to successfully reduce overall
crime and restore comfort and security to Baltimore's neighbor-
hoods.

Despite the application
of the best practices in

policing, Baltimore is
one of the most violent
big cities in the nation.
The narcotics trade is

at the heart of this vio-
lence.

Research for this plan is
based exclusively on the

actual experiences of
policing in Baltimore.

PHASE I - TACTICS



The Five Dimensions

Street-level narcotic trafficking affects every district in the City.  It is
the common element threatening public safety and causing nega-
tive perceptions about many of our neighborhoods.  Simply put, cit-
izens will not feel safe until police and community groups form effec-
tive partnerships to eradicate the city's open-air drug markets. To
accomplish this, the Baltimore Police Department applies the Five
Dimensions, an innovative conceptual framework for attacking the
City's most vexing problems.

All Five Dimensions - disrupt, debrief, deploy, dismantle, and deliv-
er - must be vigorously executed by law enforcement personnel in
order to achieve the desired results.  In fact, the only dimensions
that can even be interchanged are deployment and disruption;
debriefing must always occur in-between the two.  The fourth and
fifth dimensions, dismantle and deliver, must remain in fixed order
as they can only be accomplished through the successful comple-
tion of the preceding dimensions.  Accordingly, there exists a pri-
mary and a secondary approach to implementing the Five
Dimensions:

Primary Approach 

Disrupt - Debrief - Deploy - Dismantle - Deliver

Secondary Approach 

Deploy - Debrief - Disrupt - Dismantle - Deliver
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Disrupt - to interrupt or impede the usual course or
harmony of

Drug dealers are like foreign terrorists:  they use a combina-
tion of intimidation and ruthless violence to protect their inter-
ests.  A cold-blooded killer exemplified this fact by murdering

seven members of the Dawson family - five children and their par-
ents - on October 16, 2002 in East Baltimore.  Urban terrorists such
as this seek control of neighborhoods and stop at nothing to protect
their assets.

Most dealers direct their violence at others involved in the sale and
abuse of illegal narcotics.  For example, a drug trafficker relies on
murder and assault - commonly backed with firepower - to maintain
discipline within the drug organization, to solve turf disputes, to
restore respect, and to settle even the most trivial disagreements.
In other words, as sociologist Elijah Anderson says, there is a "code
of the street.*" 

On the street, drug dealing is a lifestyle and a moneymaking ven-
ture. To ensure profit, drug dealers constantly monitor law enforce-
ment operations to avoid detection and apprehension.  Just as
police departments improve their training and become more tacti-
cally and technologically sophisticated, drug dealers improve their
own operations:  they use cellular telephones, monitor police com-
munications, and speak and write in code to make deals and share
intelligence; they use carryout stores and bus stops as camouflage
to sell their poison; and they use vacant houses, abandoned vehi-
cles, and alleyways to stash their drugs.

The relentless pursuit of these criminals on their turf must continue
until they retreat from the streets.  According to Commissioner
Clark:

These dealers don't know the difference between the
Northeastern and Central Districts.  They only know which gang
controls which neighborhood, which corner.  That's how we
attack - the same way they operate.

The challenge is for commanders to motivate their personnel and
lead this confrontation through the execution of effective tactics.

More Americans will be
murdered by their fellow

citizens this year than
by foreign terrorists.

Effective enforcement
prevents criminal

behavior.
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DISRUPT

* Elijah Anderson, Code of the Street: Decency, Violence and the Moral Life of the Inner City (New York: W.W.
Norton & Company, 1999).



Three Enforcement Options 
Baltimore police officers will not drive by problems of disorder.
Some type of enforcement action must be taken.

- Police Commissioner Kevin P. Clark

Officers may use compliance, citation, or arrest to disrupt and
uproot narcotics trafficking and other related illegal behavior.
Specifically, officers should target the following crime problems for
confrontation and disruption:

� Open-air drug dealing;

� Comfort and security issues such as loitering, prostitution, pub-
lic drinking, public urination, loud noise, and drug use;

� Locations with a high volume of calls for service, particularly
those related to drug dealing, violence, discharging of firearms,
and disorderly conduct.

Officers may use the three enforcement options sequentially or
independently to achieve the desired behavioral change.

� Compliance - A firm request from a police officer to a citizen
will often end illegal behavior and prevent an officer from taking
the more traditional enforcement actions of issuing a citation or
making an arrest.  This can have a significant effect on dimin-
ishing such comfort and security concerns as loitering, urinating,
and drinking in public.  Because this type of enforcement relies
on an officer's communication skills and ability to empathize
rather than the "heavy arm of the law," it will also serve to
increase public confidence that police are capable of problem
solving in a complex environment. 

� Criminal Citation - An informed officer who continuously
engages illegal behavior will be confident in elevating his or her
enforcement from compliance to citation.  The use of criminal
citations is a building block for intelligence gathering on crimi-
nals and their associates.  The issuance of citations allows offi-
cers to take immediate enforcement action to abate a criminal
offense and stay on patrol rather than in the stationhouse book-
ing arrestees.  This is a powerful and cost effective crime-fight-
ing tool.  A judge may issue an arrest warrant for any suspect
who fails to appear in court for a criminal citation.

� Arrest - The informed officer can make a fair and firm decision
to arrest offenders and derail the evolution of illegal behavior
that often leads to crimes of violence.  An arrest immediately
eliminates the problem from the community and allows intelli-
gence gathering through debriefing.

Each member working in an operational role must realize that street
encounters of an illegal nature almost never unfold in a predictable

Drug dealing and other
comfort and security
concerns - prostitution,
gambling, loitering, and
loud music - will be tar-
geted for disruption.
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Debrief - to question or interrogate, obtain intelligence

Although many variables, including time and an unwillingness
to cooperate, prevent the debriefing of all suspects, law
enforcement agencies must overcome practices that under-

mine their efforts to gather intelligence through the debriefing
process.  Some of the current practices that must be changed
include:

1. Officers separate from suspects immediately after making
arrests, losing an opportunity to gain valuable intelligence.

2. The debriefing process operates in an assembly-line fashion,
too focused on complying with departmental directives and com-
pleting standardized forms rather than producing valuable intelli-
gence.

3. Debriefing rooms and holding cells are not available in suffi-
cient numbers to adequately interrogate suspects after their
arrest.  As a result, well-intentioned officers, limited by inade-
quate facilities, debrief suspects in patrol cars and on the street
in immediate view of suspects' families and associates.

4. Officers fear investigative or specialized units will hijack their
self-initiated efforts. This discourages officers from attempting a
competent debriefing session and undermines inter-divisional
esprit de corps, cooperation, and communication. 

In order to capitalize on the benefits of debriefing arrestees, per-
sonnel should view debriefing as a screening process to determine
whether a suspect may provide actionable intelligence.  In making
this determination, officers must be able to distinguish between the
two types of criminals, "The Opportunist" and "The Professional."

To involve patrol officers
in the intelligence gath-

ering process, the
Department must

change the way the
Patrol Division operates.

The Patrol, Organized
Crime, and  Detective
Divisions must share

intelligence to effectively
reduce crime.
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DEBRIEF

order. To be successful, an officer must fluidly and confidently adjust
his or her enforcement level to the needs presented in each unique
situation.  A patrol officer's failure to confront illegal behavior will
erode self-confidence and diminish a criminal's respect for the offi-
cer.  More importantly, the public will lose confidence in both the indi-
vidual officer and the Department.  It is therefore essential that a
comfortable and secure environment is progressively restored.



The Opportunist

The opportunist gives very little, if any, forethought before commit-
ting a crime.  The opportunist is impulsive, taking advantage of open
windows, unlocked doors, and vulnerable passersby, immediately
acting when he or she believes there is little chance of risk or arrest.
Information provided by the opportunist is often speculative or
rumor-based.  A competent police officer, after looking at the oppor-
tunist's criminal history and connection with certain geographical
areas, should be able to determine exactly what level of intelligence
he or she may provide and if a detective should be called into the
debriefing process. 

The Professional

The professional is a career criminal with a history of multiple
arrests (convictions are likely but not necessary).  The professional
works alone or as a member of a gang committed to the same atti-
tudes, beliefs, and values.  Professionals constantly create new
strategies and tactics to avoid and elude law enforcement.  Because
their social circles are comprised of fellow criminals, their knowl-
edge of criminal opportunity and behavior makes them the most tar-
get-rich resource of intelligence for law enforcement.

Although professionals are typically more inclined to commit either
acts of violence or property crimes, they may also commit both,
depending on their motives.  Drug dealers, for example, commit per-
son on person and property crimes to assert turf dominance and
maintain their lifestyle.  Whatever their preferences, professionals
MUST be debriefed because they have the most to lose… and the
most to give. 

Automated Fingerprint Identification System (AFIS)

The critical step in determining whether a suspect is an "oppor-
tunist" or "professional" is accurate identification.  Most suspects,
however, do not carry identification; those that do often carry false
identification.  For police officers to conduct effective debriefings,
they must have access to technology that quickly and accurately
identifies the suspects they have in custody.  Commissioner Clark
will attempt to place the Automated Fingerprint Identification System
(AFIS) in each patrol district and investigative command to ensure
arresting officers and investigators can accurately identify their sus-
pects.

Different types of
unlawful behaviors
require different types
of policing tactics.
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Patrol Division

� Police officers will no longer turn over their prisoners for imme-
diate transport to Central Booking unless circumstances dictate
this need.*   Instead, an arresting officer will respond directly to
the district stationhouse to run the suspect's criminal history and
conduct an initial debriefing to determine the suspect's knowl-
edge of illegal behavior.  The criminal history of a suspect will
determine the next step in the criminal debriefing relay.  For
example, repeated arrests for narcotics violations, robbery, or
burglary may necessitate a more extensive interrogation by
skilled investigators.  It will then become the district comman-
der's responsibility to ensure on-duty investigators conduct a
quality debriefing at any time of day.  Furthermore, the patrol
officer's initial debriefing will play a significant role in determin-
ing a commander's deployment tactics and movement between
the Five Dimensions.

� It is essential for officers to debrief arrestees with an eye
toward immediately gathering intelligence pertaining to current
crime patterns and trends, criminal organizations, and recidi-
vists.  Unless officers capitalize on this unique opportunity, valu-
able information may remain forever unknown.

� If a debriefing uncovers information about narcotics activity, dis-
trict personnel will take the initiative to eliminate the problem.
Options available to district personnel include, but are not limit-
ed to, buys using properly registered confidential informants,
undercover surveillance, search warrants, civil enforcement,
and disruption using the three enforcement options.  The shift
commander will pass on the information to the district's discre-
tionary supervisor.  If no units are available, then the shift com-
mander should notify the Organized Crime Division.  If
Organized Crime Division personnel are not available, the shift
commander will complete documentation (e.g., incident reports
and P.U.S.H. sheets) to forward the information to investigative
personnel.

NOTE: Deconfliction will precede any narcotics enforcement
or investigation.

� When a debriefing and/or criminal history is not narcotics relat-
ed, a district detective will be brought into the debriefing
process to enhance its quality and to provide training for the
arresting officer.

� Districts will prominently display in locations of frequent use and
easy access the telephone numbers of departmental and exter-

The Patrol Division is
the heart of the

Department's crime
reduction efforts and

will be empowered
accordingly.

To launch proactive tac-
tics, timely intelligence

is essential. Patrol offi-
cers must be aware of
existing problems and

emerging trends to
make effective deploy-

ment decisions.
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* These circumstances include prisoners who are hostile, violent, injured, or incoherent. 



nal resources that should be contacted for assistance and refer-
ral when debriefings yield actionable intelligence.  These num-
bers include:  Organized Crime Division (Enforcement and
Investigative Sections), Detective Division (various units),
Criminal Intelligence, HIDTA, and the offices of the U.S.
Attorney and State's Attorney.  It would be useful to list the cel-
lular telephone numbers of supervisors in these units for contact
during non-business hours.

� Districts will soon implement the position of desk sergeant.
Among other duties, the desk sergeant will monitor the debrief-
ing process.

� Patrol cars will be fitted with security partitions to expedite pris-
oner transport to the command for debriefing.  This will prevent
officers from waiting long periods for prisoner transport wagons
that are in short supply.

� District commanders must analyze intelligence obtained during
debriefings, and commanders must communicate the intelli-
gence to enforcement personnel (primarily at roll call sessions)
as a tool for effectively deploying their resources.

� District commanders will have weekly district-level ComStat
meetings to ensure proper communication among supervisors
and to monitor the effectiveness of deployment strategies and
tactics.

� District commanders will have regular communication with their
colleagues in the Detective, Organized Crime, and Patrol
Divisions to share information, strategies, and tactics.

NOTE:  Communication and cooperation must take place
independent of ComStat sessions.

Organized Crime Division

� Initiate debriefings to gain intelligence on mid to upper-level
drug organizations, prostitution, and violent offenders.

� Conduct criminal history and warrant checks on suspects
before debriefings begin.

� Solicit cooperation from arrestees and, when applicable, initiate
the confidential informant process.

� Transport to the Detective Division any arrestees who have
information related to unsolved crimes.

District commanders
must ensure patrol
officers conduct
productive debriefings
and forward all
actionable intelligence
for follow-up
investigation.
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� Share with the Patrol and Detective Divisions any intelligence
related to narcotics. 

� Document all pertinent information gathered through the
debriefing process for presentation to state and federal prosecu-
tors.  This will ensure cases are adequately developed and
assist prosecutors with the discovery process.

� Ensure specialized narcotics training is available to personnel in all
divisions.

� Embrace patrol officers that are proactive in gaining narcotics
intelligence:

1. Request details to the Detective and Organized Crime
Divisions for officers who have initiated solid drug cases;

2. Make training a part of the routine to discuss new trends
and information.  Trainers should include departmental per-
sonnel, other law enforcement agencies, and state and feder-
al prosecutors.

Detective Division

� Ensure full debriefings of suspects ("The Professionals") whose
records reveal extensive criminal backgrounds.

� Emphasize the quality of debriefings, not the quantity of debriefings.

� Attempt to obtain incriminating statements from suspects, elicit
information about other crimes in which the suspects have par-
ticipated or have knowledge, and gather information about asso-
ciates with whom suspects commit crimes.

� Create a department-wide database to track information
obtained during debriefings.  The database will contain the date,
time, and location of the arrest that led to the debriefing; the
type of arrest; the date, time, and location of the debriefing; the
name of the detective who conducted the debriefing; the
arrestee's demographic information; and any information
obtained during the debriefing. 

� Identify the most effective practices for conducting productive
debriefings and prepare a training manual for department-wide
distribution by July 2004.  Detectives with a history of successful
debriefings will play a prominent role in developing the training
manual.

Members of the
Detective Division will

quarterback the debrief-
ing process and build

and maintain a database
to track intelligence for

case development.

The best practices of
investigation and

interrogation will be
documented and distrib-
uted as directives to all

personnel.Just as law
without force is

impotent, strategies
without tactics are

theoretical.
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Deploy - to systematically station persons or forces
over an area

Simply put, deployment is comprised of strategies and tactics.
To effectively deploy, commanders must develop strategies
around crime patterns, crime trends, and intelligence, vari-

ables dictated by locations, hours, and root causes. Tactics
address personnel, equipment, and the effective application of
enforcement options.

In the past, the BPD deployed its operations personnel to areas of
the City experiencing increases in violence.  These deployment
strategies neglected to focus on narcotics organizations.  The rea-
son for this, as cited at ComStat sessions, was that "loosely knit"
groups - not organizations or gangs - sold drugs in Baltimore.
Therefore, rather than direct deployment efforts toward dismantling
drug organizations - the groups responsible for the vast majority of
the city's violence - police commanders attacked spikes of violence
like a fire brigade fights fires - quickly and forcefully but only for short
periods of time.  Consequently, enforcement merely relocated crime
from one post, sector, or district to another.  It did not permanently
remove the criminals.  This response-oriented approach did not
address the root causes of the illegal behavior.  Moreover, it paved
new frontiers of opportunity for the displaced criminals, helping to
spread the open infection of crime throughout the City.

The Five Dimensions restores balance to the Department's enforce-
ment strategy as it responds directly to the limitations of past prac-
tices.  It is fluid, it allows for immediate identification of the telltale
signs of displacement, and it implements effective tactics to dis-
mantle drug dealers' attempts to establish roots in new territories.
For example, the new disruption strategies recognize that criminal
activity fluctuates throughout the day and from shift to shift.  Areas
teeming with criminal behavior at 8 a.m. may have only local traffic
by 8 p.m.  Deployment, then, should focus on the current operations
of an organization's drug sales but remain vigilant for signs the
organization has moved its base and altered its times of business.

To effectively deploy personnel, a commander should ask - and be
prepared to answer - the following questions:

DEPLOY

Just as law without
force is impotent,
strategies without tac-
tics are theoretical.

Violent crime is often
the final act of an
offender's repeated
pattern of unlawful
behavior. 

Putting "cops on dots" -
deploying officers, post-
incident, to the sites of
violent crime - is not
adequate.



Targeting ten drug loca-
tions within each district

limits the displacement
of drug gangs from one

corner to the next.

District commanders
are accountable for all
illegal activity and per-
sonnel deployment in

their districts.
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� Where? Identify the priority locations, patterns, and trends
enforcement personnel should target.

� Why? Identify the crime problems in need of attention, such
as open-air drug markets, prostitution, nuisance locations, rob-
beries, burglaries, and auto thefts.

� When? Identify the times when enforcement should take place
in order to stabilize the area and gather intelligence. 

� Who? Identify the units who should participate in the deploy-
ment, such as uniformed patrol personnel, discretionary plain-
clothes and patrol personnel (not 911 responders), Organized
Crime Division, Warrant Apprehension Task Force, and the
Traffic Section.

� What? Identify any specialized equipment needed:  for exam-
ple, helicopters, K-9, mobile command posts, covert vehicles,
and surveillance technology.

� How? Identify the enforcement options (compliance, criminal
citation, civil citation, traffic citation, and arrest) personnel will
use for maximum effect.

Ten Priority Locations

In the city's plan from 2000, the Patrol Division earmarked 10 of the
city's drug corners for eradication.  However, instead of responding
to the geographic movements criminals make when pressured by
law enforcement, district commanders declared hollow victories by
assuming a criminal drug organization had been dismantled when in
fact it had moved only a short distance away.

District commanders have now identified a minimum of 10 priority
locations within each district for the relentless application of the Five
Dimensions.  These locations are plagued with a variety of condi-
tions ranging from narcotics sales to prostitution to violence.
Targeting these locations affirms the necessity for patrol officers to
get off the "911 treadmill," and contributes to the disruption of unlaw-
ful behavior that leads to the greatest volume of citizens' 911 calls
for service. 

To ensure progress in these locations, ComStat sessions will confront
district commanders with photographic evidence of their efforts.
Specifically, commanders will be responsible for the following:



� Confronting all illegal behavior in the priority locations to abate
long-standing problems;

� Contacting other city agencies to restore comfort and security
through improved street lighting, removal of trash, towing of
abandoned autos, abating nuisance locations, and closing non-
compliant bars and nightclubs;

� Identifying a new priority location each time an old one's prob-
lems are eliminated; 

� Taking enforcement action to prevent criminals from returning to
an area the police have dismantled.  This requires patrol offi-
cers to remain ever vigilant against new organizations attempt-
ing to reclaim the territory.

Note:  Establish a maintenance schedule (as explained at the
end of this section).

� Assuming responsibility for disrupting and dismantling drug
organizations.  Patrol personnel must shed the mentality that
the Organized Crime and Detective Divisions are the only ones
responsible for identifying and disrupting criminal organizations.

� Forwarding a PUSH (Patrol Unit Seeking Help) Report*  to the
Organized Crime Division whenever narcotics intelligence is
gathered and should be developed more thoroughly by investi-
gators.

"Multi-Post Mentality" Versus "Post Integrity"

While post integrity is a basic tool of personnel management and
call dispatch, it should not be the overriding concern when planning
tactics.  Selecting 10 priority locations in each district necessitates a
fresh perspective on the concept of post integrity.  The new "multi-
post mentality" allows district commanders to deploy underutilized
resources to areas where calls for service and criminal activity
require additional assistance.  At certain times of the day, for
instance, the workload of some post cars is significantly less than
post cars elsewhere in the sector or district.  Commanders should
therefore pull the underutilized cars from their assigned areas and
deploy them to priority locations.  Not only will this contribute to the
reduction of crime and calls for service, it will develop a new culture
of teamwork and even division of labor among patrol officers.

A team approach
shares responsibility for
eradicating unlawful
behavior.
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* PUSH Reports will be distributed to the Patrol Division by April 30, 2004.



The tactical menu is a
list of options command-

ers use to eliminate
illegal behavior.
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Three Patrol Shifts, Three Separate Deployments

Each shift in each district must deploy according to its unique con-
ditions and priority locations.  For example, the 8 a.m. to 4 p.m. shift
should not deploy resources to an area where a pattern of robberies
is occurring exclusively on the 4 p.m. to 12 a.m. shift.  Rather, its
personnel should deploy to crime problems plaguing their tour of
duty, perhaps larcenies from auto, burglaries, or open-air drug
sales.

Tactical Menu

The following tactical menu, although not exhaustive of all possibil-
ities, will greatly contribute to accomplishing the department's mis-
sion and goals.  One of the many values of the menu is that it serves
to counteract the criminal displacement strict geographic deploy-
ment may cause.

Commanders should customize the tactics to adapt to the situation-
al needs of each district.  Division commanders will evaluate any
deployment plans before their execution to determine whether they
appropriately use available resources to effectively address extant
problems.

1. Focused Crime Initiative - Also known as "Operation Bullseye,"
this multifaceted tactic's design is to stop the spread of all illegal
activity in an area.  Whereas past practices followed the "occupy
and push-out method," only temporarily relocating the problem,
"Bullseye" surrounds and suffocates.

The radius of the "Bullseye" surrounds the contaminated area but
does not stretch so far from the nucleus of the problem that it loses
focus or control.  First, personnel surround the problem in a fixed
perimeter with resources such as sight-to-sight foot posts, mobile
command posts, and two-person patrol cars to prevent the visible
displacement of criminal activity.  Then, specialized resources such
as Organized Crime Division,, Warrant Apprehension Task Force,
District Detective Units, and Special Operations Sections converge
on the center of the "Bullseye" to apply direct enforcement pressure
to the source of the problem without displacing it to non-contami-
nated areas.

2. Enforcement In and Around Liquor Establishments - Known
as "Operation Inside Out," this addresses the nexus between vio-
lence and establishments that sell and permit the consumption of
alcoholic beverages.  The district commander designates, in accor-
dance with peak times and locations, personnel to disrupt illegal
behavior - using both criminal and civil enforcement- inside and out-



side alcohol establishments associated with violence and comfort
and security issues. 

3. Gambling Initiatives - Also known as "Operation Snake Eyes,"
this initiative recognizes gambling is often the spark that ignites acts
of violence.  Accordingly, each district commander will utilize the fol-
lowing resources to address illegal gambling:

� teams comprised of uniformed patrol officers and plain-
clothes discretionary units;

� Aviation Unit and patrol personnel to make initial observa-
tions of criminal activity, who then direct plainclothes officers
to the gambling sites to establish probable cause for arrest;

� Arrest teams in uniform or raid jackets to disrupt the games
and make arrests.

4. Foot and Motorized Patrol Initiative - Also known as
"Operation Drywell," foot and motorized patrol initiatives are highly
visible maintenance tactics placed directly at the heart of an open-
air drug market or site of violence using sight-to-sight foot posts and
motorized patrol officers in a grid pattern.  Commanders can use
this tactic to stabilize areas taken back from drug organizations and
to prevent others from filling the void.  It can also be used as a tool
to disrupt criminal activity.

5.  Prostitution Abatement - Also known as "Operation John," this
operation targets prostitution, a crime with serious ramifications for
a community's comfort and security.  The district commander will
identify areas known for prostitution and work in conjunction with
OCD-Vice to combat the problem. Enforcement should include
arrests and citations, along with the seizure of vehicles and mailing
of "tag letters."  Undercover officers should pose as customers and
prostitutes in order to attack the problem from all angles.  Arrest
debriefings from this operation have historically yielded significant
amounts of actionable intelligence related to violence and narcotics
organizations.

6. Multi-Agency Comfort and Security Initiative - Also known as
"Operation A.C.E.S.," this is a multi-agency response to auto, crim-
inal, environmental, and safety issues which impact a community's
comfort and security.  The district commander will utilize all available
city resources in abating such problems as chop shops, businesses
providing cover for illegal activity, and nuisance locations. 

7. Sight-to-Sight Foot Post - This establishes a uniformed pres-
ence in a grid pattern, staffed mostly with DSU personnel and their
training officers. This tactic is most effective when used in conjunc-
tion with "Operation Bullseye" and "Operation Drywell." 
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8. Undercover Narcotic Purchases Commonly known as "Buy
and Bust," undercover detectives assigned to the Organized Crime
Division purchase narcotics from street-level drug dealers.  These
purchases are the first step to infiltrating and dismantling narcotics
organizations through a "bottom-up" approach.

9. Search and Seizure Initiative - Organized Crime and district
operations personnel use this initiative to target areas with
entrenched drug dealing.  It is preceded by "Buy and Bust" and
"Sneak and Peak" initiatives during which probable cause is
obtained for the execution of multiple search and seizure warrants.

10. Pre-Dawn Drug Initiative - This pre-dawn drug initiative, com-
monly referred to as "Rise and Shine," targets open-air drug mar-
kets that operate during the early morning hours.  This enforcement
initiative disrupts drug traffickers' efforts to work around traditional
police deployment times; because it is unexpected by most drug
dealers, it is highly effective.  District commanders will ensure their
resources are strategically deployed to preempt or disrupt the start
of the day's drug activity.

11. Stakeout Initiative - Referred to as "Sneak and Peak," plain-
clothes enforcement personnel conduct this covert operation to
combat a crime pattern or trend such as robbery, burglary, or drug
sales in a particular area.  It is most effective when preceded by a
thorough review of known recidivists, parolees, and probationers
who reside in or have an arrest history in the priority location.

12. Multi-Level Dwelling Initiative - Commonly known as "Up and
Down," this is a simple yet effective tactic of directing officers to
enter multiple-dwelling buildings in order to patrol its grounds, halls,
stairs, and roof landings to preempt or disrupt unlawful behavior.
This tactic restores comfort and security to the senior citizens and
young families who commonly reside in multi-level buildings.

13. Underage Drinking Initiative - This initiative addresses the
dangerous - and often violent - combination of youth and alcohol.
Uniformed and undercover officers conduct random checks of liquor
establishments to verify patrons are of legal age to possess alcohol,
and that establishment owners are complying with local liquor laws.
Commanders should launch this initiative when intelligence indi-
cates underage drinkers are frequenting establishments linked to
violence and other unlawful behavior.

14. Traffic Safety Checkpoints - District commanders will use this
tactic to combat a variety of crime problems including auto theft,
D.W.I., drug trafficking, illegal weapons possession, and disorderly
behavior linked to bars.  It is also an excellent tool to address com-



fort and security issues such as speeding, underage driving, and
reckless driving.  Commanders can focus enforcement on persons
operating and soliciting unlicensed taxicabs ("hacks") as another
tactic to disrupt the flow of drugs and firearms throughout the city.
These traffic initiatives can be used in conjunction with "Operation
Bullseye," "Operation Drywell," and "Operation Inside Out."

15. Bicycle Initiative - This initiative aggressively challenges bicy-
clists who are involved in the open-air distribution of narcotics.  By
enforcing local ordinances and traffic laws pertaining to bicyclists,
uniformed and plainclothes officers can seize weapons and drugs
commonly transported via bicycle.  This initiative can also be used
to apply pressure to drug dealers who pay bicyclists to conduct
counter-surveillance of police operations.

16. Nuisance Abatement/Civil Enforcement - District command-
ers will focus on closing commercial and residential locations that
imperil the comfort and security of neighborhoods.  Working with the
Housing Authority, personnel will prioritize homes and businesses
with a long history of drug complaints and a high volume of nui-
sance-related 911 calls.

17. Federal/State Handgun Prosecution - Known as "Project
Disarm," district commanders will target offenders with a history of
gun and drug arrests and forward the cases for consideration by
federal prosecutors. 

18. Deadly Weapons Initiative - This initiative focuses on recov-
ering weapons such as firearms, knives, B.B. guns, and air pistols
in an effort to prevent future shootings and robberies. 

19. Probation and Parole Initiatives - District commanders will
ensure members are familiar with parolees' criminal histories and
residences and conduct weekly visits with the assistance of parole
and probation. 

These tactics are now followed-up with the implementation of a
maintenance schedule.  A maintenance schedule is a periodic and
flexible deployment tactic designed to preserve the comfort and
security of areas regained by law enforcement and to prevent the
return of criminal activity.  A maintenance schedule deploys person-
nel and other resources on a constant, hourly, daily, weekly, bi-
weekly, or monthly basis.  For example, after a homicide or non-fatal
shooting, deployment of personnel should be prioritized and con-
stant in the area where the violence occurred.  This deployment will
serve to prevent additional acts of violence, demonstrate a con-
cerned and immediate response to the citizens' comfort and securi-
ty issues, and increase the likelihood that officers will gather intelli-
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Deployment of
Organized Crime and

Detective Division
personnel must be fluid
to follow the intelligence
gathered from ongoing
enforcement activities.
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* Because of the nature of Organized Crime enforcement, detectives' investigations will commonly extend beyond the imme-
diate priority location as intelligence is developed, offenders are identified, and organizations are dismantled.

gence related to the crime.  District commanders must justify the
chosen maintenance schedule and enlist other city agencies to
address any lingering environmental conditions that gave rise to a
neighborhood's vulnerability to criminal activity.

The maintenance schedule takes the place of "after-action initia-
tives" that were conducted for pre-determined amounts of time.
Whereas a maintenance schedule is flexible and tailored to the
needs of a priority location, district commanders typically held an
after-action initiative for three to five days before moving enforce-
ment resources to another "hot spot."  This method of operation
often failed because it did not dismantle the conditions that gave rise
to the violent incident.  A maintenance schedule is designed to give
commanders the autonomy needed to carefully analyze root causes
of violence and other criminal behavior, and then develop the most
effective long-term plan to prevent its return.

Organized Crime Division

The Organized Crime Division should deploy to priority locations
identified by the Patrol Division.*  Although the entire tactical menu
is available to Organized Crime detectives, due to their training,
expertise, and unique roles in executing the Five Dimensions, they
will most commonly use Buy and Bust, "Operation John," "Sneak
and Peak," and search and seizure initiatives.

Detective Division

The Detective Division's role in executing the Five Dimensions must
expand for the department to achieve its goal of effectively reducing
crime in Baltimore.  Similar to the Patrol Division's Multi-Post
Mentality, the Detective Division must be a proactive force that iden-
tifies areas in need and deploys to provide expertise and additional
resources.  Accordingly, its members will now deploy in a variety of
productive ways:

� Deploy to districts during enforcement initiatives and debrief
arrestees and conduct background checks to obtain intelligence
on open cases, recidivist offenders, and criminal organizations;

� Conduct home visits (with Parole & Probation, if helpful) when
crime patterns and trends indicate a recidivist offender may be
involved in rapes, robberies, burglaries, larcenies, and auto
thefts;



� Conduct enforcement initiatives in areas with high concentra-
tions of open warrants and open cases;

� Attend roll calls and disseminate intelligence reports to enlist
valuable assistance from district enforcement personnel.

Community Affairs Division

It is essential the Community Affairs Division deploy to priority loca-
tions and build community-police partnerships that will sustain
enforcement gains and stabilize neighborhoods.  In this effort, com-
munity affairs personnel will distribute informational flyers, knock on
doors, hold meetings, and conduct other forms of community out-
reach to enlist citizens' participation in the Block Watchers program,
Community Councils, and other results-oriented initiatives that
serve to place power in the hands of the law-abiding.

Community members
must take action and
join police in the crime-
fighting effort.
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Dismantle- to take apart; to put to an end in a gradual,
systematic way

The effective execution of the prior three dimensions - disrupt,
debrief, and deploy - sets the stage for dismantling criminal
organizations. To capitalize on this opportunity, enforcement

personnel must pursue any movement criminal groups make once
disruption and deployment efforts infiltrate organizations and desta-
bilize their activity. Officers should assume criminals will regroup
and attempt to establish a new base of operation nearby.

Intelligence gathered on members of any group through arrest
debriefings and confidential informants will become crucial to dis-
mantling the organization and solving crimes in which its members
are involved.  Other useful intelligence-gathering tools about an
organization may include, but are not limited to, contact receipts,
stop and frisk reports, citations, incident reports, activity logs, 911
call narratives, and databases maintained by other government
agencies.

DISMANTLE



Dismantling criminal
organizations requires
flowcharts of involved
persons, department-
wide dissemination of

intelligence, asset
forfeiture, and

relentless deployment
and follow-up by all

divisions. 
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Patrol Division

Although intensive, long-term investigation is typically required to
dismantle drug organizations, patrol officers still play a vital role in
executing the fourth dimension. Patrol officers are responsible for
executing the maintenance schedule, conducting surveillance to for-
ward to investigators, arresting persons wanted as part of the inves-
tigation, and building community partnerships that will sustain a
neighborhood's hard-won comfort and security.

Organized Crime Division

The dismantling process begins with five basic investigative ques-
tions:

� WHO are the members of the organization?
� WHERE do they conduct their business?
� WHAT types of drugs do they sell?
� WHEN do they operate?
� HOW do they operate?

The answers to these questions will provide narcotics investigators
and undercover officers with crucial information essential to elimi-
nating these illegal organizations.

The identification and dismantling of these drug organizations must
be conducted utilizing a bottom-up approach.  This process ensures
the destruction of each organization at all levels - from the street
dealer to the international trafficker.

� Supervisors will ensure that flow charts of involved persons are
maintained for all targeted organizations.

� When an investigation is in its final stages, detectives will dis-
tribute department-wide the photographs and pedigree informa-
tion of any suspects not arrested.

� Detectives will monitor the activities of persons involved in a
criminal organization who are not arrested at the conclusion of
an investigation.  If these persons move to "fill the void" left by
the enforcement action taken against the organization, addition-
al disruption efforts will be made.

� Detectives will monitor the location of a drug organization after
it is dismantled in order to prevent other organizations from
assuming control of the turf.  OCD will confer with the Patrol
Division to establish a maintenance schedule in the area.
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The examination of each investigation through a microscopic lens
ensures the review of all financial assets obtained through illegal
activity.  The seizing and forfeiting of all illegally earned monies,
homes, businesses, vehicles, boats, and other property will create
instability and, ultimately, elimination of a drug organization.

Detective Division    

� Apprehend suspects wanted on arrest warrants, focusing partic-
ularly on those wanted for crimes of violence. 

� Monitor persons who may be targets for retaliation. 

� Prevent further criminal activity from occurring by preparing
strong cases for prosecution against those who have already
been charged.

� Tackle complex cases that district resources are unequipped to
properly investigate.

� Confer regularly with prosecutors during the course of investi-
gations to build better cases. 

� Maintain offender histories and assist Organized Crime detec-
tives to identify those who are most likely to "fill the void" when
criminal organizations are dismantled.

� Communicate and coordinate with the Patrol and Organized
Crime Divisions to create Criminal Intelligence Alert Boards.
These boards should be maintained in each district station-
house and post the photographs and demographic information
of the top 10 recidivists for the following offenses:  robbery,
assault, burglary, auto theft, handgun possession, and larceny.
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Deliver - to relinquish to the possession or control of
another

This is the key component of the Five Dimensions.  It requires
a paradigm shift in each officer's thinking.  In the recent past,
an officer may have mistakenly believed that his or her efforts

ceased upon arrest; now it is crucial for all members to acknowl-
edge their task is just beginning upon arrest.  Police must present a
more professional case to prosecutors and build a stronger and
more direct liaison with their colleagues in parole, probation, and
corrections.

Deliver - Offenders to the Criminal Justice
System

Professionalism

Many steps are being taken to professionalize the processing of
information and documentation involved in the arrest process.  From
the streamlining of the arrest process in patrol districts to new and
improved documentation in buy and bust operations, the
Department now delivers viable cases for prosecution.  However, as
emphasized earlier in this plan, the coordinated effort to suppress
violence through effective prosecution is only beginning with an
arrest.  Accordingly, the Department has developed strong partner-
ships with its colleagues in the criminal justice system.

Relationship with the United States' Attorney

The Baltimore Police Department is committed to increasing the
number of cases federally prosecuted against the leaders of drug
organizations.  The Department has fostered a professional rela-
tionship with federal law enforcement agencies not seen before in
Baltimore.  In 2003 alone, federal prosecutors increased the num-
ber of gun cases accepted for prosecution by 102% as compared to
2002.

Relationship with the State's Attorney

In the recent past, one could characterize the relationship between
the Baltimore Police Department and Office of the State's Attorney

To deliver neighbor-
hoods back to the com-
munity, the Department
must first deliver viable
and prosecutable cases

to the criminal justice
system.

Detectives now work in
partnership with prose-
cutors during the devel-
opmental stages of cer-

tain investigations to
increase the number of

cases accepted for
prosecution.

DELIVER



as acrimonious.  Now, a more professional, collegial relationship
exists, and more cases than ever before are being accepted for
prosecution.

As a testament to this relationship, in 2003 Commissioner Clark
gave $167,000 of federal grant money to hire new prosecutors.
Furthermore, the State's Attorney's Office assigns one prosecutor to
each of the Organized Crime Division's Narcotics Modules.  These
special prosecutors receive all of the modules' cases, building
stronger working relationships with the detectives and increasing
the likelihood that positive case dispositions will result.  These rela-
tionships extend to the streets where prosecutors occasionally ride
along with the enforcement teams.  Ride-alongs create numerous
training opportunities for detectives and afford prosecutors rare
occasion to make investigative suggestions at critical stages in a
case's development. 

The "War Room"

The interagency "War Room" is a Violent Offender Comprehensive
Case Management program located at the Central Booking & Intake
Facility.  Its goal is to increase the efficiency in the way the criminal
justice system tracks cases involving violent offenders.  It does this
by accessing accurate and timely criminal history information to
include an offender's parole/probation conditions and compliance
status, and by consolidating an offender's open cases.

Deliver - Neighborhoods Back to the Community

Delivering neighborhoods to the community is a two-way street:
both police and citizens must contribute equally.  The law-abiding,
hardworking, and honest community members must help to turn the
tide against any part of our culture that supports criminal behavior.
Littering and playing loud music, for example, are some of the sights
and sounds that welcome other unlawful behavior.  Allowing truan-
cy, curbside auto repairs, and public consumption of alcohol pro-
motes an environment in which crime festers.

Likewise, the young people of Baltimore who make a living by sell-
ing drugs are not aliens from another planet.  They are our relatives
and neighbors.  They went to school with our children and grew up
in our communities.  They once rode our bus and sat in our class-
room.  They patronized our stores, came to our ballgames, and per-
haps even have attended religious services.  Because we have all
failed these young people we are all responsible for stopping their
violent, criminal acts.

A "Partnership" means
the community and
police must make a
personal commitment
regarding personal
behavior.

"We have met the
enemy and it is us."
- Walt Kelly
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Patrol Division 

� Fully involve the community in reviving the comfort and security
of an area after eradicating criminal activity.  Implement a main-
tenance schedule and make clear it is now the community's
responsibility to assist the police in securing the area's long-
term stability through active participation in the Block Watchers
program, Citizens on Patrol, Police Athletic League (PAL), and
Community Affairs Council. 

� Continuously update community groups on progress in con-
cerned areas. District commanders must make themselves
available for community meetings and immediately confront
emerging issues in order to maintain credibility with the public. 

� Ensure shift commanders, operations lieutenants, community
affairs sergeants, and other district personnel are available to
attend each community meeting.  Shift commanders will rotate
turns in attending these community meetings to equally expose
themselves to the public.

� Foster and maintain lines of communication with the Organized
Crime, Detective, and Community Affairs Divisions concerning
Community Council meetings.  District commanders are encour-
aged to include these divisions in their community meetings and
to provide each with appropriate notice and information so they
may be properly prepared to answer the communities' con-
cerns.

Community Affairs Councils in Patrol Districts

� These councils will meet once a month in an open microphone
forum to allow members of the community to directly voice their
collective and individual concerns to the leadership of each
patrol district.

� District commanders will be accountable for the public's satis-
faction with police response in their districts.

� District commanders and key staff members will meet with at
least two community groups each month at a location the group
serves.  The district commander will schedule timely follow-up
meetings to report on solutions to concerns raised at these
meetings.  The follow-up meetings will be separate from any
regularly scheduled Community Council meetings.

� District commanders will utilize a community notification proto-
col to immediately contact key community members when inci-
dents occur or will occur that may affect community relations. 

The Department's
efforts must be

transparent to the
communities it serves

and protects.



Clergy Coalitions in Patrol Districts

� Establish a personal relationship between district personnel and
religious leaders in the community.

� Invite religious leaders to participate in the planning and execu-
tion of some patrol operations.

� The clergy should function as the liaison between the police
department and the community, particularly in times of disorder
and dissatisfaction. 

� Encourage clergy to attend roll calls, police social events,
awards ceremonies, and hospital visits.

Youth Advisory Councils in PAL Centers

� Foster communication and cultivate trust and respect between
our police officers and the youth they serve.

� Encourage youth to attend Community Council meetings to
offer solutions and promote civic involvement.

� Prepare youth to assume leadership positions in the community.

Organized Crime Division

� Narcotics enforcement lieutenants must make themselves avail-
able to attend community council meetings.  They will secure a
location during the meeting to encourage comfortable interac-
tion and confidentiality with the community members.  Based on
information received, the lieutenant will determine the appropri-
ate course of action. 

� Track all complaints received and investigate them in a timely
manner.  This ensures the department responds to a communi-
ty's "cry for help."

Detective Division

� Send personnel to Community Council meetings to enlist citi-
zens' support in solving crimes.

� Discuss crime patterns and crime trends at Community Council
meetings to alert community members of activity in their neigh-
borhoods and to provide crime prevention tips. 

All personnel, not just
the Community Affairs
Division, must reach out
to the public for assis-
tance.
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Community Affairs Division

It should be clear by now the Police Department cannot win back the
city alone.  We enjoin the citizens we serve to accept responsibility
for their communities and seize opportunities to participate in the
crime-fighting effort.

Now more than ever, citizens can become involved.  In addition to
existing opportunities to join Block Watchers, Operation Crime
Watch, Citizens on Patrol, and the Police Athletic League.   The
Community Affairs Division is uniting with the citizens of Baltimore in
the following community- participating police programs:

� Transform and expand the Chaplain Program into a three-tiered
system that enlists members of the faith community as partners
in strategic planning and outreach. Churches in Action (CIA) is
just one component of this effort.  CIA is an initiative spearhead-
ed by faith leaders to organize church members to gather for
prayer and community-building at some of the city's most notori-
ous drug corners. 

� Educate police officers about Child Development Community
Policing, a partnership with the Johns Hopkins School of Mental
Health and Hygiene that sends mental health clinicians to crime
scenes where children have witnessed a traumatic incident.

� Disseminate pertinent information to community and church
groups.  These frequent updates will foster a better relationship
with the community and provide an increased sense of comfort
and security.

� Monitor Community Council meetings to ensure participation by
departmental personnel and progress on issues of concern.

� Gather information from community members via the
Community Crime Report to forward to the Criminal Intelligence
Section.

� Provide support and guidance to community groups seeking
participation in the Block Watcher's program, Citizens on Patrol,
P.A.L., Police Auxiliaries, and Operation Crime Watch. 

� Respond to scenes of violence with the Critical Incidence Stress
Team.

� Recognize publicly those citizens who are actively involved in
the improvement of community/police relations and the better-
ment of their communities.
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The Narcotics
Enforcement Section is

designed to have an
immediate and

sustained effect on the
narcotics trade.
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The mission of the Organized Crime Division (OCD), formed on
May 1, 2003, is to assemble and focus the resources neces-
sary to attack the greatest ills plaguing our city:  narcotics

organizations, violence, and vice.  The selection process for filling
the division's personnel positions requires all candidates to submit
an application, participate in an interview process, and pass a rigor-
ous background check.  Members are selected exclusively on merit.
The Chief of the Organized Crime Division oversees its three sec-
tions:  Narcotics Enforcement, Investigations, and Administrative.

Narcotics Enforcement Section

Training

Upon assignment to the Enforcement Section, supervisors and
investigators receive three weeks of specialized, intensive training.
This high training standard for narcotics investigators is a first in the
history of the Baltimore Police Department.  In fact, before the
inception of the Organized Crime Division, the selection of under-
cover narcotics detectives lacked scrutiny, and the department pro-
vided the detectives little, if any, tactical direction.

In the first training session, members of the Maryland judiciary,
Office of the State's Attorney for Baltimore, New York Police
Department, and Baltimore Police Department provided the instruc-
tion.  The classroom segment focused on the following areas:

� Role of Undercover Officers
� Forced Ingestion/Simulated Ingestion
� Surveillance Techniques
� Risk Management/Will to Survive

� Narcotics Field Testing

INNOVATION: 
FORMATION OF THE

ORGANIZED CRIME 
DIVISION



� Case Preparation
� Case Folder Documentation
� Court Testimony and Case Preparation 
� Search and Seizure Case Law
� Evidence Seizure and Maintenance

� Additional Training Areas
� Ethics/Integrity/Professional Conduct
� Confidential Informant Control
� Dismantling Drug Gangs
� Criminal Intelligence Gathering & Dissemination
� Narcotics Identification
� Defensive Tactics
� Tactical Raid Entries

Tactics

Immediately upon formation of the division, focus shifted from ran-
dom enforcement to the reduction of violent crime through targeted
street- level narcotics enforcement. Narcotics enforcement person-
nel are strategically deployed utilizing a felony "buy and bust" tactic.
In a "buy and bust," an undercover officer makes a "hand-to-hand"
narcotic purchase and an arrest team soon thereafter makes a
felony arrest of the drug dealer.  This tactic focuses on street-level
drug organizations. 

Enforcement teams quickly deploy resources based not only on vio-
lent crime trends but also on information obtained through their
immediate enforcement activities.  When conducting post-arrest
debriefings, detectives attempt to gain information to assist other
units in solving open cases.  When detectives obtain viable infor-
mation, they forward it to the appropriate personnel in the District
Detective Unit or Detective Division.  This cooperative debriefing
tactic generates valuable information every day and leads to arrests
for all types of crimes such as murder, rape, robbery, assault, bur-
glary, and theft.

Professionalism 

� Indictments - The Office of the State's Attorney for Baltimore
indicts "buy and bust" cases in the Circuit Court.  This precludes
undercover officers from appearing at preliminary hearings and
preserves their anonymity.

� Narcotics Field Testing Procedure - An updated general
order allows for the field-testing of narcotics.  Field-testing pro-
vides critical evidence to the grand jury and streamlines the pro-
cessing of felony cases.

The "Buy and Bust" tac-
tic puts the department
directly in the middle of
the narcotics trade.

This infiltration facili-
tates the dismantling of
theses deadly
organizations.

All enforcement action
is professionally docu-
mented and geared
toward facilitating
effective prosecution.
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� Computerized Divisional Reporting System - For the first
time ever, detectives' investigative and arrest activity is data-
based, establishing uniformity in casework reporting.  The divi-
sion maintains Undercover Buy Reports, Field Testing Reports,
Buy-Bust Corroboration Reports, and Case Information Reports
for a complete and accurate account of detectives' activities.
OCD made this front-end investment in an effort to ensure
detectives would be professionally prepared for the courtroom.

Crime Suppression Unit

During the first quarter of 2004, OCD will implement a uniformed
Crime Suppression Unit.  This multi-tasked unit, comprised of two
lieutenants, four sergeants, and 32 police officers, will focus prima-
rily on crimes of violence and handgun recovery in the Eastern and
Western Districts, with the flexibility to respond throughout the City
as conditions dictate.

Investigations Section

The Organized Crime Division-Investigations Section consolidates
all units conducting investigations other than street-level narcotics
enforcement.

Staffing

The Investigations Section is comprised of the following units: Joint
Federal Task Forces, Vice Enforcement Unit, Auto Crimes Unit,
Technical Assistance Response Unit, and the Administrative Section.

Joint Federal Task Forces

The Joint Federal Task Forces funded by the High Intensity Drug
Trafficking Area (HIDTA) include participation by members of the
Baltimore Police Department and the following agencies:  Drug
Enforcement Administration, United States Customs Service, and
the Bureau of Alcohol, Tobacco, and Firearms.  These Joint Federal
Task Force Units seek out violent offenders and provide proactive
targeted enforcement in an attempt to identify, disrupt, and disman-
tle mid to upper-level drug trafficking organizations.

Customs Seaport Initiative

The newly expanded U.S. Customs Seaport Initiative provides tar-
geted interdiction within the Port of Baltimore and along adjoining
docks and shoreline. It also interdicts narcotics via incoming and
outgoing air carriers at Baltimore Washington International Airport.
Due to this expanded partnership, and to further aid in this endeav-
or, the U.S. Customs Service donated a $30,000.00 Boston Whaler
watercraft to the Baltimore Police Department.

Cooperation with other
law enforcement agen-

cies is critical to the
Department's success
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Disarm Unit

The Bureau of Alcohol, Tobacco, and Firearms (ATF) Disarm Unit
provides proactive targeted enforcement against convicted felons
who possess and/or sell firearms as part of the illegal narcotics
trade.  Project Disarm is a tremendous asset to Baltimore because
it brings the weight of the federal system - and its lengthy incarcer-
ation periods - to bear on the city's most violent offenders and incor-
rigible drug dealers.  Cases presented to the U.S. Attorney's Office
for prosecution have returned an average prison sentence of eight
years.

Interdiction Unit

The Parcel Interdiction Unit and Mass Transportation Initiative
reduce drug trafficking via parcel delivery and mass transportation
facilities such as airports, train stations, and bus terminals.  The
Parcel Interdiction Unit targets suspicious packages through referral
information, drug dog detection, and confidential informants.  The
Mass Transportation Initiative further reduces drug trafficking by
interdicting narcotics smuggled through a variety of entry points
throughout the city.

Training

Upon assignment to the Vice Enforcement Section, supervisors and
investigators receive three days of specialized, intensive training.
This training, conducted by members of the Baltimore Police
Department, High Intensity Drug Trafficking Area, FBI, Internal
Revenue Service, and Office of the State's Attorney for Baltimore,
addresses the following topics:

� Gambling
� Sport-betting pools
� Video Gambling Machines
� Effects of Gambling Addiction
� Gambling Forensic Studies
� Prostitution Enforcement
� Organized Crime Involvement
� Ethics and Integrity issues as they relate to Gambling

Enforcement
� Enforcing Adult Entertainment Laws in Baltimore 
� Undercover Operations
� Case Preparation and Court Presentation

With this cooperative
effort comes the use of
valuable resources
beyond those of the
BPD.
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Tactics

Undercover officers enforce laws related to street-level prostitution.
Detectives investigate "organized" or "inside prostitution" - such as
massage parlors and escort services - by surfing the Internet, track-
ing advertisements in local newspapers and other publications, and
consulting confidential informants.

Investigators conduct outside gambling enforcement by targeting
street-level dice games. Targeting these games often prevents acts
of violence such as robberies and aggravated assaults.
Investigators conduct inside gambling enforcement by targeting ille-
gal video devices, sports betting, and bookmaking.

Bar and Club Enforcement

Officers conduct enforcement in and around the licensed liquor
establishments and after-hours nightclubs that have a history of vio-
lence and disorderly behavior.  The focus of this enforcement is ille-
gal activity such as prostitution, gun possession, narcotics viola-
tions, gambling, and disorderly conduct.  This enforcement can be
supplemented with the involvement of the Social Club Task Force,
a collaborative effort between the Baltimore Police Department,
Baltimore City Fire Department, Liquor Board, Health Department,
and Office of the State Comptroller.  The Police Department's role in
this Task Force is to provide security for the other agencies who
conduct compliance inspections.  Bars and clubs can be closed if
they have repeated findings of public intoxication, underage drink-
ing, illegal dumping, health code violations, fire code violations, and
watered-down alcohol.

Auto Crimes Unit

The Auto Crimes Unit is comprised of City Enforcement, City
Investigations, and the Regional Auto Theft Task Force.  The unit
conducts investigations and enforcement activity to combat motor
vehicle theft, insurance fraud, counterfeit motor vehicle documents,
and other related crimes such as "chop shops."

Regional Auto Theft Task Force  (RATT)

RATT is a joint operation between the Baltimore City and Baltimore
County police departments.  The major operational strategies of the
Regional Auto Theft Task Force are to arrest both professional and
opportunistic car thieves using a variety of technologies, innova-
tions, and proactive police tactics.

Technical Assistance Response Unit (TARU)

The Technical Assistance Response Unit (TARU) provides the
Department investigative technical equipment and operational sup-
port, including all forms of electronic surveillance methods, and
assists other city, state, and federal agencies as needed. TARU is

Though discretion is a
necessary element for

any enforcement group,
specific tactical direc-

tives are given to each
unique section and unit. 
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comprised of several sub-units to include the Computer and
Electronics Crimes Unit, the Electronic Surveillance Unit, the Covert
Operations Unit, the Cellular Tracking Unit, and the Command and
Control Vehicle.

Computer and Electronic Crimes Unit

The new Computer and Electronic Crimes Unit boasts a state-of-
the-art technological forensic laboratory to rival any in the country.
Its highly skilled staff share the case load of Internet crimes and
forensic data recovery, working in conjunction with Baltimore City
State's Attorney's Economic Crimes Division, Bureau of Alcohol,
Tobacco, and Firearms, Secret Service Task Force, Maryland Sex
Offense Registry, the F.B.I. Innocent Images Task Force, and the
Veteran Affairs Police Department.

Electronic Surveillance Unit

The Electronic Surveillance Unit maintains a nationally recognized
electronic eavesdropping facility.  It has set the national standard in
digital and "point-to-point" electronic interception. This facility is
used in Federal Joint Task Force investigations to include the FBI,
the Baltimore City State's Attorney's Office, and Bureau of Alcohol
Tobacco and Firearms.

Covert Operations Unit

The Covert Operations Unit uses and maintains a citywide
microwave surveillance platform.  This platform provides real-time
or recorded video surveillance to command members in times of
need and to detectives conducting investigations.  This monitoring
platform is centrally located at the Narcotics Field Operations Desk.
This system also provides live video feed to the Command and
Control Truck during all critical incidents.

Baltimore is poised to become the first city in the nation to provide
a mobile surveillance platform for use in immediate response to cur-
rent crime trends.  Once operational, mobile cameras and transmit-
ters will relay video to the existing citywide microwave system.

Administrative Section

The Administrative Section supports the Enforcement and
Investigative Sections to achieve operational success.  This support
is provided by managing an arrest database, tracking overtime
costs, maintaining case folders, notifying personnel of court appear-
ances, coordinating and updating the Confidential Informant
Database, and operating the Asset Forfeiture Unit, the 666-DRUG
hotline, and the Command Investigations Unit.

The BPD is making the
most of available tech-
nology to stay one step
ahead of organized
criminals.
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Confidential Informant Program

The Confidential Informant Program centrally manages all of the
Department's informants.  Officers send informant applications to
one location to ensure informants are not working for more than one
officer, to assert integrity control, and to secure officer safety.  The
Administrative Section maintains informant productivity histories and
scrupulously documents all monetary transactions. 

Asset Forfeiture Unit

The Asset Forfeiture Unit processes evidence and property seized
pursuant to a suspect's violation of narcotics laws.  The unit evalu-
ates whether money and other property seized by officers meet for-
feiture criteria, and whether or not the city should pursue legal action
to claim the property.  The unit also conducts investigations to deter-
mine if suspects have additional assets worthy of seizure in forfei-
ture proceedings.

666-DRUG Hotline

In the spirit of creating a stronger partnership with the communities
of Baltimore, the police department established a 24-hour tip line.
Known as 666-DRUG, the hotline affords callers the opportunity to
anonymously report illegal narcotics activity, provide intelligence,
and operate as a conduit between the citizenry and the Baltimore
Police Department.

Personnel working the hotline forward all complaints to the appro-
priate area lieutenant for daily dissemination to enforcement
squads.  Each lieutenant then ensures investigative action is taken.
Members track all information received by the tip-line for statistical
purposes and quality assurance.

Narcotics Field Operations Desk 

The 666-DRUG Hotline is just one component of the Narcotics Field
Operations Desk currently under development.  This desk will oper-
ate 24 hours a day, 7 days per week.  Veteran narcotics detectives
will staff the desk and provide support and coordination to the
Enforcement and Investigative Sections.  Using experienced inves-
tigators in this role is a significant divergence from past practices
when untrained civilian personnel fielded and relayed sensitive intel-
ligence about the city's drug organizations to narcotics detectives.

This crime fighting plan
goes beyond the crimi-

nal justice system to
make use of civil

enforcement.

A 24-hour phone line
fosters confidence in

the Department as an
open and transparent

organization.
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The successes of 2003, achieved through the effective imple-
mentation of the Five Dimensions detailed in Phase I of this
plan, will serve as the foundation for Phase II.  Phase II of the

crime plan is necessary to ensure that the Department avoids stag-
nancy and complacency.  The department must do more than target
drug organizations and the associated behaviors that affect a com-
munity's comfort and security. To restore public safety, Part I crime
must systematically be targeted.

Part I crime is divided into two subgroups: 

Phase II of this plan will address these crimes primarily as offspring
of the narcotics trade.  In so doing, however, personnel will not
assume all violence and property crimes are drug related. Instead,
investigators will pursue the true motive behind each discrete incident.

The objective of weekly ComStat sessions is to measure the
successes and failures of crime analysis and tactical deploy-
ment.  However, the effectiveness of ComStat as a tool has

not yet been fully realized in the Baltimore Police Department and
has brought about some unintentional effects.

According to estimates, commanders currently spend 40 to 50% of
their time preparing for ComStat sessions.  Commanders could bet-
ter spend this time analyzing incidents for signs of trends and pat-
terns and evaluating tactical options for deployment of resources to
areas in distress.

For ComStat to be truly effective, it must focus on how the
Department can apply the Five Dimensions to eliminate trouble-
some locations and gangs and to remove criminals from the com-
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This plan puts in per-
spective the standard
from which ComStat
was born and still
operates - the FBI's
Uniform Crime Report.

PHASE II - STRATEGY

Person on Person Crime:

� Murder
� Rape
� Robbery
� Aggravated Assault

Property Crime:

� Burglary
� Auto Theft
� Grand Larceny

COMSTAT



The federal govern-
ment's method of

measuring crime in
America is accurate and

functional for its
intended purpose.

COMSTAT adapted that
measurement tool to

form a system of
accountability useful in

today's police
departments.

Tracking past crimes is
good intelligence for use

in responding to crime
trends. It is not

sufficient intelligence to
preempt violent criminal

behavior.

Most criminals commit
a series of relatively
minor unlawful acts
before committing
crimes of violence.

By understanding and
reacting to theses
minor crimes, the

Department undermines
and prevents the

violence.
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munity.  ComStat must be put into perspective as just one basic
management tool for effective policing.

Although technology has increased the timeliness of data used in
ComStat, the process is still mainly reactive in that the Department
deploys its resources based on crimes that have already occurred.
The FBI's Uniform Crime Reporting System (UCR) is comprised of
homicide, forcible rape, robbery, aggravated assault, burglary,
grand larceny, and larceny of autos.  These seven crimes reflect
decisions and actions by individuals that are a progressive deterio-
ration of their everyday behavior. To address these events after
they have occurred is ineffective and the cause of Baltimore's high
rate of violence.

What were once called "quality of life" issues are now understood as
the starting points in the way crime spreads on the streets.  Allowing
and accepting these behaviors disrupts the comfort and security of
citizens and creates an atmosphere in which criminal behavior
thrives.  A more effective means of attacking crime is to preemp-
tively and fluidly confront the cradles of illegal behavior that disrupt
the comfort and security of our neighborhoods.  As Commissioner
Clark says, "If we ask the citizens of Baltimore what their seven
major concerns are, their list won't be the same as the FBI's." 

The Department will now drive to the heart of a crime problem for
which there is no "pin on a map," no specific victim demanding a
report be written for each incident of unlawful behavior.  Officers will
now effectively strike at the critical times and locations where unlaw-
ful behavior is fostered and grows into violence at later times and
other locations, ultimately ending up as a pin on the crime map.  The
department must go beyond the FBI statistics and become truly
proactive by directing its efforts at all crimes with a new preemptive
ideology.

Communication

District commanders will establish a chain of communication
between all operational and investigative sections.  This communi-
cation will occur daily in order to share data and intelligence and to
provide case updates.  Commanders will reach out to bordering dis-
tricts, other law enforcement agencies, prosecutors, and city servic-
es to meet strategic goals.  Perhaps most importantly, they will
share with all subordinate district personnel any intelligence and
tactics related to crime suppression plans.

Coordination

Resources cannot be taken for granted.  In the past, insufficient or
improper coordination between specialized units and patrol have
brought crime suppression efforts to a halt. To ensure effective
coordination within the district and across divisions, commanders



will emphasize the multi-post mentality, establish daily contact with
colleagues in the Patrol, Organized Crime, and Detective Divisions,
and employ a variety of the deployment tactics previously enumer-
ated in Phase I.

Cooperation

Cooperation binds the plan together.  Commanders must facilitate
teamwork and focus operational resources on competing against
criminals rather than each other.  Cooperation is most prominently
demonstrated by sharing crime analysis data, establishing a prac-
tice of daily contact with fellow commanders and subordinates,
enlisting the support of the Organized Crime and Detective
Divisions when debriefings develop actionable intelligence, and
involving specialized resources such as the K-9 Unit and Traffic
Section to target priority locations for disruption and dismantling.

To better analyze the geographic impact of crime and ensure the
effective deployment of resources to address identified problems,
the city is divided into two areas.  The east side of Baltimore, known
as Area I, includes the Eastern, Northern, Northeastern, and
Southeastern Districts.  The west side of Baltimore, known as Area
II, includes the Western, Northwestern, Southwestern, Southern,
and Central Districts.

Two area commanders coordinate patrol resources in the districts.
Area commanders evaluate crime suppression deployment plans at
ComStat sessions now held the first and third weeks of each month
for Area I districts, and the second and fourth weeks of each month
for Area II districts.  This protocol affords district commanders up to
28 days to thoroughly evaluate the effectiveness of tactical deci-
sions and to make any necessary changes to deployment.
Furthermore, if crime spikes, it allows area commanders to reevalu-
ate a plan's effectiveness within 14 days.

ComStat scrutinizes efforts to abate all crimes in a district, not just
murders and shootings.  This comprehensive analysis will more
readily identify criminal patterns and trends, stress the importance
of solving all crimes, and explore investigative avenues detectives
may otherwise overlook.

Before now, the department's highest-ranking members have not
held detective unit supervisors as accountable for productive
debriefings and tracking of recidivists as they have district com-
manders for crime control.  ComStat sessions will now hold all units
responsible for criminal activity and the department's efforts to pre-
vent and solve it.

Though their 
day-to-day goals may
differ, leaders in the
Department's  various
divisions must realize
they share a common
mission.

Area commanders'
responsibilities include a
ComStat evaluation of
the effectiveness of
chosen tactics. They will
not wait for the next
ComStat meeting to
make adjustments.

Area commanders will
be held responsible at
ComStat sessions for
the accurate reassess-
ment and deployment of
necessary resources.
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ComStat sessions will
foster confidence in the
integrity and fairness of

the process.
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Presentation

ComStat presentations will focus on how commanders are applying
resources to suppress crime.  Specifically, Comstat sessions will
adhere to the following protocol:

� "Overview Sheets" for each Part I crime, used by all commands
throughout the department, will serve as the introductory infor-
mation for each presentation.  These sheets are designed to
expedite a command's presentation, provide participants a thor-
ough yet concise review of crime in each district, and eliminate
the voluminous material typically hauled in to ComStat sessions.

� Presentations will only include the following supervisors and
commanders so that substantive problem-solving decisions can
occur:

� District commander
� District operations lieutenant
� District narcotics supervisor
� District detective supervisor
� Narcotics area supervisor
� Homicide Section supervisor (if necessary)

District commanders must staff their crime analysis units with
dedicated personnel who are capable of identifying emerging
patterns of criminal behavior.  Assigning personnel to these

units for tours that last several years is critical to meeting the strate-
gic mission of the command; temporary assignments to the unit are
discouraged.

Crime analysts are key players in executing a district's operations
plan.  Their ability to identify emerging patterns of criminal behavior
and translate them into formats that are comprehensible to all per-
sonnel is essential.  Simply put, they must show what the dots on a
crime map represent if the maps are to be useful.

Crime analysts must also have a vast knowledge base - stretching
back weeks, months, and years - to quickly recognize methods of
operation and trigger immediate inquiries into the activities of recidi-
vist criminals known for such pattern behavior.  The district com-
mander will use this information to focus and prioritize deployment.

CRIME ANALYSIS



Recidivists

Offenders will be classified as recidivists if they have any conviction
and at least two arrests for rape, robbery, aggravated assault, bur-
glary, handgun violation, or larceny within the past four years.

Identifying and tracking recidivists is essential because of the pri-
mary role recidivists play in driving crime throughout the City.  This
truth is most evident in an analysis of murder suspects and murder
victims in 2003, when the city recorded 271 victims and identified
221 suspects*.  Most obvious from this analysis is that 91% of sus-
pects and 74.5% of victims have arrest records, and 37% of sus-
pects and 32.3% of victims were on parole and probation at the time
of the murder.  Therefore, if the department is to effectively reduce
crime, it must target recidivists through proactive street enforce-
ment, narcotics investigations, and home visits and other coordinat-
ed tracking strategies with parole and probation personnel.  A high-
er level of coordination and cooperation is essential among all agen-
cies to combat recidivist offenders.

Crime analysis personnel will conduct a comprehensive review of
crime reports focusing on the identification of trends and patterns.
Once this review is completed, the personnel will maintain maps to
clearly show when and where crimes are occurring and to readily
identify enforcement action taken in response to these crimes.  This
will provide immediate information to assist commanders in deter-
mining the most rapid and effective deployment to clusters of crime. 

District crime analysis
units are the key to
identifying crime
patterns and tracking
recidivists.
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Maps

Crime analysis personnel should maintain and prominently display
the following maps in each command's roll call room:

Separate maps for each Part I crime

� 7-day
� 28-day
� Year-to-date

Separate maps of arrest for each Part I crime

� 7-day
� 28-day
� Year-to-date

Maps to identify all other enforcement action

� Arrests (not Part I related)
� Citations
� Nuisance abatement/padlocking
� Search and seizure warrants
� Field contacts
� Stop and frisk reports
� Citizen/police contact receipts

Post Activity Tracking Sheets 

Separate Post Activity Tracking Sheets will identify each post's Part
I crime and the enforcement results occurring there.  Specifically,
the sheets will track the following information for each post:

� Part I crimes
� Part I arrests
� Citations (broken down by violation)

� Liquor violations
� Bicycle violations
� Public urination
� Littering
� Loitering
� Theft

� Civil enforcement closures/nuisance abatement
� Search and seizure warrants
� Gun seizures
� Other enforcement activity on each post 



District commanders
are responsible for  dis-
seminating crime infor-
mation that may affect
the deployment of other
commands. 
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In addition to creating maps, crime analysis units will also identify
trends and patterns. 

Trend Analysis

Trend analysis examines criminal behavior over time.  Variables to
consider include:

� Time of day
� Day of week
� Type of location targeted
� Type of property targeted

For example, crime analysts may notice thieves are smashing vehi-
cle windows and stealing handicap placards Monday through
Friday.  Although the smash-and-grabs occur in public parking
garages and on the street, and do not involve a particular make or
model of vehicle, the fact that the thefts occur in close proximity to
each other between 8 a.m. and 4 p.m., Monday thru Friday, indi-
cates a trend.  Once identified, commanders must formulate a strat-
egy to address the trend. Tactical deployment should reflect the
days and times the majority of incidents occur.

Pattern Analysis

Officers and detectives should identify a pattern any time two or
more incidents have similar characteristics.  Investigators may see
similarities by analyzing the following variables:

� Method of operation
� Type of property taken
� Location of occurrence
� Day of week
� Time of day

Crime analysis personnel will immediately notify the district com-
mander when they identify a pattern.  The district commander will
confer with the Detective Division commander when crime analysis
personnel identify a pattern the District Detective Unit does not
agree exists.

District commanders must disseminate all information regarding
patterns of incidents to all operations personnel in the immediate
and surrounding districts, as well as to the appropriate sections of
the Detective and Organized Crime Divisions.



Empowering officers to
make decisions will help
move the Department

forward.
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Identifying Professional Criminals

Crime analysis units will create files on recidivist criminals who live
in and frequent each command in order to quickly identify possible
suspects if a trend or pattern occurs.  Crime analysts will create sep-
arate files for recidivist criminals with Part I histories and other
offenses of concern such as narcotics and handgun violations.
Each file will contain the offender's criminal record, places of resi-
dence, locations of past arrest, and parole and probation status.

District commanders will establish protocols for crime analysis per-
sonnel to run routine checks on recidivists and determine whether
they are in or out of jail.  Districts will hang pictures of recidivists (by
crime and post number) on Crime Intelligence Alert Boards in all roll
call rooms.  Lieutenants and sergeants will update post books with
information on recidivists exclusive to each area of operation.

Embracing Change

Effective organizations embrace change as opportunity for
improvement.  Ineffective organizations resist change for fear
"someone will get mad" or because it is easier to maintain the

status quo- the "We've always done it this way" mindset.

A new era is here.  The Department is establishing systems and pro-
grams that will routinely enlist front-line personnel in the identifica-
tion of problems and development of solutions.  This is perhaps the
most critical step the department will take in changing its culture
from one of complacency to one of innovation. 

Focus groups, for example, will convene - not to gripe, but to stir the
intellectual pot and promote positive change.  Less formal avenues
of making constructive contributions - such as suggestion boxes in
each command - will add to our new way of doing business.
Commanders will provide feedback to personnel when changes are
made through these processes, nominate members for official com-
mendation when their contributions merit distinction, and recom-
mend temporary assignments for officers to participate in the further
development and implementation of their ideas.

A COMMITMENT TO
CULTURAL CHANGE



Leaders who hide the
talents of others to
keep their own careers
safe will not succeed in
this new culture.

New command positions
create additional
opportunities for
advancement in the
organization.
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Promoting Fairness

To execute the Five Dimensions, the department's leadership must
make a commitment to organizational fairness and integrity.  In the
past, members throughout the agency- including some in positions
of leadership and trust - placed their personal agendas above the
needs of the department and the citizens it serves.  In fact, this was
so prevalent that many in the department do not believe fairness
and objectivity are attainable today.

More than any other factor, the perception of fairness drives morale.
In the absence of fairness, cronyism prevails and morale suffers.

Fairness in discipline, career advancement, and training should be
the norm.  Strong leadership will improve morale, encourage per-
sonal growth and advancement, and inspire loyalty to the organiza-
tion.  Instinctive leadership, not cautious leadership, should drive
the organization.

"Cautious" Versus "Instinctive" Leadership

Cautious leaders take the path of least resistance, avoid risk, and
micromanage personnel in an effort to reduce the chance of failure.

Instinctive leaders challenge stagnation and promote strategic
growth.  Unlike the cautious leader, the instinctive leader will con-
front the status quo to initiate positive change.  Commanders turn to
instinctive leaders to "get the job done" and to generate new ideas.

Leadership in the Patrol Division

Commissioner Clark created two new leadership positions in the
Patrol Division.  These positions increase commanders' accounta-
bility and foster opportunities for mentoring:

� Area Commanders - Two Area Commanders hold the rank of
lieutenant colonel with responsibility for either the western or
eastern side of the city.  Area Commanders work closely with
their respective district commanders and report directly to the
Chief of Patrol.

� Deputy Majors - Deputy majors provide mid-level managers
more opportunity for professional growth through executive level
training and progressive exposure to command decision-mak-
ing.  District commanders will mentor the deputies in critical
operational and administrative functions.  At times deputy
majors will assume responsibility for the districts when the dis-
trict commander is not available.

Even though two new supervisory positions have been created
within the division, the responsibilities of district commanders,
shift commanders, and sector sergeants are more important than
ever.



� District Commanders - District commanders are considered
the primary crime fighting leaders for the neighborhoods within
their districts.  As such, they are responsible for explaining at
ComStat sessions the specifics of tactical deployment:  use of
the tactical menu, use of personnel and other resources, and
the results of initiatives. To be true leaders, district command-
ers are expected to become personally involved in the day-to-
day operations of the district by attending roll calls, effectively
communicating the mission of the division and district, and par-
ticipating in deployment operations.  Commanders should be
present as tactical operations unfold and immediately report the
results to their Area Commanders.

� Shift Commanders - Shift commanders function as the com-
manding officers of their respective shifts and are responsible
for a variety of duties:

� Communicating, coordinating, and cooperating with all
squads, shifts, units, and districts to achieve operational
results;

� Motivating personnel;
� Leading the Multi-Post Mentality;
� Inspecting the district's 10 priority locations during each shift

to ensure relentless application of the Five Dimensions;
� Analyzing crime patterns and trends for effective deployment;
� Creating initiatives from the tactical menu;
� Managing personnel to ensure adequate staffing at all times.

� Sector Sergeants - Patrol sergeants operate as team leaders.
They are front-line supervisors (not managers) who are
accountable for the hands-on execution of tactics as dictated by
the district and shift commanders. 
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As evidenced by the recent reduction in Baltimore's overall
crime rate, the men and women of the Department have com-
mitted themselves to professionally serving the City and its

citizens.  It is only fair, then, that the department makes the same
commitment to its workforce.

The Department will reward hard work and dedication by improving
working conditions, removing favoritism from the transfer and pro-
motion processes, and instilling confidence in the integrity and qual-
ifications of our leaders.

Improving Working Conditions 

� Two Officer Post Cars - This targeted project, combined with
the multi-post mentality, will test if two-officer post cars can
manage the Department's tremendous workload more efficiently
and safely than one-officer post cars.

� New Work Schedule - The Department's patrol officers not
only work in some of the nation's most violent and dangerous
neighborhoods, they also have perhaps the most taxing duty
schedule of any police department in the country.  Accordingly,
the Commissioner and Fraternal Order of Police are working to
implement a new schedule.  This move affirms the need for
healthy officers and family lives away from the Department.

� Reliable Vehicles - Commissioner Clark is committed to rotat-
ing the Department's fleet of vehicles earlier than the current
practice of every 100,000 (plus) miles.

� District Locker Rooms - Many of the Department's patrol offi-
cers do not have a locker to store their equipment and uniforms
during off-duty hours, requiring officers to transport their gear to
and from work every day.  The Commissioner is dedicated to
ensuring all patrol officers have lockers, a basic need taken for
granted in most police departments across the country. 

� New Commendations

� Police Commissioner's Citation - Awarded to a district or
unit that has shown extraordinary commitment to the mission
of reducing crime in a given year.  The commissioner will
memorialize each recipient on a plaque displayed in police
headquarters.

In demanding dedication
and professionalism
from its officers, the
Department must also
give them the tools they
need to succeed.
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A COMMITMENT TO
PERSONNEL
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� Division Commander's Medal - Awarded to individual mem-
bers, units, or sections that have achieved extraordinary
results as determined by each division commander.

� Civilian Citations - Awarded to civilian members of the
department for years of service and excellence in achieve-
ment.

Removing Favoritism from Promotions and Transfers

� Career Advancement Review Board (CARB) - A tribunal
chaired by the deputy commissioner and two chiefs (named on
a rotating basis) will review the entire career of all candidates
under consideration for promotion in the civil service and com-
mand/exempt ranks.  CARB must approve a candidate before
promotion can occur.  CARB will consider each candidate's per-
formance history, disciplinary record, and overall contribution to
the department before making a promotion decision. 

� Career Path - The Police Commissioner will modify the general
order in 2004 regarding an officer's career path.  A point system
will be eliminated and replaced with a requirement that all mem-
bers serve a minimum of two years in patrol (with the exception
of personnel designated for service in an undercover capacity)
before applying for assignment to a specialized unit.  The selec-
tion process for new assignment will be based on members'
past performance, disciplinary record, medical use, and self-
motivation.

Recruiting

While other law enforcement agencies struggle to recruit police offi-
cers, the BPD continues to succeed in identifying and hiring quali-
fied applicants, particularly minorities.  This achievement is due, in
part, to a four-day testing and screening process that allows the
Personnel Section to make a hiring decision on applicants within 30
to 45 days.  The result is a fully-staffed department of approximate-
ly 3,261 sworn members, where 59% of the 195 most recently hired
officers are minority and 25% are female, exceeding the national
average of other major cities police departments.

Merit replaces cronyism
in the system of

rewards and career
advancements

The Department is
adequately staffed and

minority recruitment
exceeds the national

average.



Although the previous administration identified training defi-
ciencies in the areas of interpersonal communication, cultur-
al diversity/awareness, and conflict resolution, it did very little

to correct these deficiencies.  As a result, the department created
TEAM.

Training Emphasizing Attitude and Mind (TEAM)

The Patrol Division's three-option approach (compliance, citation,
and arrest) to disrupting narcotics trafficking requires a mature and
professional understanding of adversarial conversation and verbal
compliance techniques.  When officers acquire this understanding,
the police department becomes more professional, strives toward
meeting its goal of reducing excessive force and discourtesy com-
plaints, and affirms that officers serve at the will of the people.
Training Emphasizing Attitude and Mind (TEAM) embraces the idea
that officers must have the proper mindset if they are to effectively
execute the operational mission of proactively confronting and
debriefing criminals.  TEAM is a complete curriculum including
Verbal Judo, the Uniformed Sensitivity in Action (USA) program, and
Emergency Response Uniform Patrol Training (ERUPT).

� Verbal Judo - Verbal Judo addresses the previously identified
deficiencies in conflict resolution by tapping into the inherent
communication skills found in most police officers.  This training
does not make the typical mistake of asking police officers to
adjust their personalities when interacting with the public; it
does not instruct them to be "nice."  It distinctly draws the line
between personality and professionalism and specifically directs
the use of words to prevent the need for force.

� Uniformed Sensitivity in Action (USA) - This program is a
collaborative effort involving the police department's Education
& Training Section, Community Affairs Division, and members of
the community.  While many police agencies offer cultural diver-
sity/awareness programs in the form of one, two, or three-hour
blocks of instruction, they often involve nothing more than a
classroom lecture or workshop among members of the agency.
If an agency is to truly benefit from a cultural diversity/ aware-
ness program, the program must involve civilian representatives
from the community.

The Department shows
respect for the abilities
of its officers by provid-
ing them with enforce-
ment options.

Training must involve
members of the
community.
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A COMMITMENT TO
TRAINING
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The USA program brings together approximately 10 officers from
each district and a similar number of community members from
the same district.  A sworn member, trained as a facilitator, medi-
ates the discussion.  The session begins with materials from the
Department of Justice's COPS (Community Oriented Police
Services) program.  These materials direct the groups to discuss,
in a professional setting, potentially antagonistic and volatile situ-
ations.  In so doing, officers and community members learn to
resolve disputes and work through problems in a mutually
respectful and beneficial way.  Therefore, while USA is a valuable
training component, police officers realize its full potential through
its contribution to improving community relations.

� Emergency Response Uniform Patrol Training (ERUPT) -
Thirty-one percent of Baltimore police officers have five years or
less of experience with the department.  Although nothing can
replace time on the streets, Emergency Response Uniform
Patrol Training (ERUPT) endeavors to make up for this lack of
experience - and the brevity of field training - by conducting
workshops designed to extract valuable experience and patrol
techniques from one of the most scarce and underutilized
resources in the agency - the veteran patrol officer.

Emergency Vehicle Operations and Control (EVOC) 

Vehicle accidents are the number one cause of death for Baltimore
police officers killed in the line-of-duty.  In fact, six of the nine offi-
cers killed since 1998 have died in motor vehicle accidents.  In 2003
alone, officers were involved in 548 accidents, 52% of which the
Accident Investigation Unit ruled as preventable by the officer.  In an
effort to reduce injuries to officers and citizens, and to save the City
millions of dollars every year in vehicle repairs, medical bills, work-
ers' compensation claims, and lawsuits, the Department improved
its Emergency Vehicle Operations and Control course by moving its
training site to a state of the art facility run by the Maryland State
Police.  This new course models the urban environment of Baltimore
and provides officers a more practical simulation of what emergency
vehicle operations are like when traveling on narrow streets and
alleys through densely populated areas with heavy traffic conges-
tion.

Publishing Legal Guidelines

In order for officers to most effectively execute their duties, they
must have a clear and comprehensive working knowledge of their
legal authority to stop, detain, question, and arrest citizens. To this
end, the Education & Training Section will publish Legal Guidelines,

Veteran patrol officers
train less experienced

officers in a small group
setting emphasizing
tactics and safety.

One of the greatest
commitments the

Department can make
to officer safety is

improved vehicle
operations training. 



training bulletins on court decisions and federal, state, and local
laws.  Specifically, Legal Guidelines will explain an officer's authori-
ty regarding the following actions:

� Reasonable Suspicion
� Involuntary Detention
� Probable Cause
� Arrest
� Stop and Frisk
� Interviews and Interrogations

Daily Roll Call Training

Each patrol district will have a sergeant whose role is to conduct roll
call training sessions based on materials the Education & Training
Section prepares and distributes.  Some training sessions will illu-
minate topics published in Legal Guidelines, while others will dis-
cuss concerns of the executive staff.  District commanders should
use the training sergeants to improve deficiencies identified in the
command and to educate personnel about crime-fighting objectives
and tactics.  These topics may include, but are not limited to, report
writing, crime scene management, Code 1 response, use of force,
and disruption tactics.

Management Training

The development of supervisors and executives is vital to the
Department's continued success.  Although the Maryland Police
Training Commission requires newly promoted sergeants and lieu-
tenants to receive one week of management training within a year
of their promotion, the Baltimore Police Department mandates this
week of training before sending its members into the field as super-
visors.  Beyond this minimum requirement, the Department sched-
ules an additional week of training, geared toward the unique expe-
riences of a member's particular rank, before the member's one-
year promotion anniversary.

Training sergeants will
function as a direct
connection between
management and the
field.

The BPD raises the bar
of executive develop-
ment in Maryland.

The Department
mandates twice the
amount of training rec-
ommended by the state
before an officer can be
considered a supervisor.
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The Department is
committed to identifying
and removing all corrup-

tion from its ranks. 

To maintain vigilance
against potential corrup-
tion, the Internal Affairs

process has been
streamlined.

Minor infractions are
investigated at the com-

mand level, freeing the
Internal Affairs Division
to focus its resources

on allegations of criminal
misconduct, excessive

force, and harassment.

The men and women of
the BPD show more

restraint and compas-
sion than ever before.
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A COMMITMENT TO
INTEGRITY AND
RESPONSIBILITY

Internal Affairs Division

Proactive Integrity Tests

According to Dramatically Reducing Crime in Baltimore, pub-
lished in April 2000, "About 70% of BPD officers responding
to [an] internal survey believe[d] that at least some of their

colleagues were shaking down drug dealers."  Pursuant to this find-
ing, the Internal Affairs Division initiated proactive targeted and ran-
dom integrity testing to identify and root out corruption.  Since 2000,
Internal Affairs investigators conducted 336 tests and found only
three criminal violations. To further proactively address areas of
possible corruption, Internal Affairs will continue to develop innova-
tive methods of testing officers' integrity.

Case Load Reduction

In August 2002, the Internal Affairs Division carried 2,300 open
cases.  As of February 2004, the division carried only 354 open
cases, an 85% reduction.  This is directly attributable to transferring
complaints of discourtesy and minor misconduct to an officer's com-
mand for investigation, allowing IAD detectives to focus their
resources on investigating police corruption and misconduct.
Furthermore, a computerized Citizen Complaint Intake System
ensures the timely dissemination of information relating to com-
plaints.  These measures have reduced a detective's average case-
load from approximately 65 cases to 20.

Deadly Force

Between 2000 and 2002, use of deadly force by Baltimore police
officers declined by 35% as compared to 1997-1999.  This trend
continued in 2003 with another 15% reduction in the use of deadly
force.  Conversely, deadly force against police officers increased by
600% during the same period.

Excessive Force

There are also a decreased number of excessive force complaints
made against police officers.  Citizens' complaints of excessive
force decreased by 27% from 2001 to 2002 and by 18% from 2002
to 2003.



The UCR Division of the
FBI approved the proce-
dures used in the inter-
nal audit of the BPD's
2003 crime statistics.

These reductions in deadly force and excessive force are a direct
result of the following proven strategies:

� Immediate review and critique of all deadly force incidents by
top commanders, training instructors, and investigators.

� Review of citizen complaints at ComStat meetings.

� Review of case progress at twice-weekly Internal Affairs
ComStat sessions.

� Improved arrest-and-control training.

� Mandatory Verbal Judo training for all members of the agency.

� Use of less-lethal devices as an alternative to the application of
deadly force.

� Implementation of the Professional Performance Enhancement
Program, an early warning, complaint intervention system
designed to identify officers who could benefit from additional
training.

� Identification of complaint patterns through the use of electronic
mapping.

Crime Reporting 
The Commissioner ordered an exhaustive audit of 2003 crime
reports to determine if the Department was recording and classify-
ing criminal offenses in accordance with the FBI's Uniform Crime
Reporting (UCR) standards.  After reviewing a total of 20,285
reports, only 2.9% required a change in UCR category. To sustain
this commitment to accurately reporting the tremendous progress
the Department is making in reducing overall crime, Commissioner
Clark established the Internal Affairs Division Data Integrity Unit.
This unit continuously audits for accuracy all crime reports written in
the Department.
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BudgetStat

BudgetStat supports the Police Commissioner's Overtime
Management and Control program and uses Fiscal Unit's FY 2004
Daily Overtime Budget Distribution as its base.

Every week, different commands appear before the BudgetStat
Review Committee to discuss their overtime policies and to justify
their use and approval of overtime.  It is not the intention of the
review process to discourage or restrict the use of justified overtime;
its design is to ensure that all command and supervisory personnel
comply with existing policy in order to reduce unnecessary overtime
expenditures.  Since its implementation in February 2003,
BudgetStat has saved the department $4,552,379.70 compared to
the same time the previous year, a 33.6% reduction in regular over-
time expenses.

Members of the Office of the Deputy Police Commissioner review
the preceding three pay periods, calculate how overtime costs are
incurred for each command, and prepare appropriate reports,
charts, and overlays for presentation at the following week's meet-
ing.  Each member of the Review Committee analyzes this data
before the scheduled meeting to prepare questions, comments, and
observations.

The application of BudgetStat's principles to all areas of the
Department has created savings in a variety of ways.  Costs have
been saved by reducing 911 calls, field testing narcotics, re-bidding
contracts, and reducing expenses for repair of the department's
damaged vehicles.

The new culture in the
BPD is that all mem-

bers, regardless of
assignment, are working

toward the same mis-
sion. 

The Positive impact of
BudgetStat continues

as overtime for 14 peri-
ods of FY04 is down

$4552,379.70. 

This is a reduction of
33%
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The Baltimore Police Department is rapidly setting the standard
by which all other police departments will model themselves.
Through adversity and criticism, the men and women of the

department continue to defy the national trend and significantly
decrease crime year after year, leading the nation in the rate of
crime reduction since 2000 with 27,886 fewer victims of Part I crime
in 2003 than in 1999. 

This plan is a comprehensive guide of strategies and tactics specif-
ically developed for Baltimore.  Rather than a hastily designed quick
fix, it reflects a year of careful study and input from those in this
department who have had years of successful crime-fighting expe-
rience on our streets.

The message of this document is clear:  continue to protect and
serve the city of Baltimore.  As we enter the first quarter of 2004,
even greater crime reductions are on the horizon as the department
continues to develop and improve its strategies and tactics, build
more effective and longer lasting community-police partnerships,
and direct resources to where they are needed most - toward the
dismantling of narcotics organizations and the removal of profes-
sional criminals from our communities.

The men and women of
BPD are saving more
lives every year.
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BUILDING ON SUCCESS

Grants

The tight fiscal controls of BudgetStat are supplemented with a con-
certed campaign to obtain essential grant money for equipment and
technology.  In 2003, for example, the police department had an
operating budget of $287,198,000, 92% dedicated to employee
salaries and $81,000 allocated for equipment and technology. To
supplement this budget shortfall, the Grants Unit obtained money
for:

� Laboratory drug analysis equipment
� Firearms simulator
� Mediation training 
� New and improved light bars for patrol cars
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BEST PRACTICES PREVIEW

This "Best Practices" preview, a condensed version of the more
detailed document due out during June 2004, enumerates a mini-
mum number of options commanders may use in preventing and
responding to criminal activity.  Commanders should adapt these
practices to the particular needs of each district and shift.

It is worth noting this preview applies to both crimes against persons
(murder, rape, robbery, and assault) and property crimes (burglary,
larceny, and auto theft).  However, commanders must be mindful
that the tactics used to preempt the actions of a violent criminal will
differ from those used to preempt the actions of a criminal on his
way to committing a property crime.

PREVENTION

� Target areas plagued with patterns and trends such as homi-
cides, shootings, rapes, robberies, assaults, burglaries, and
auto thefts. 

� Focus personnel on abating loitering and other nuisance offens-
es in and around all-night establishments such as bars, clubs,
convenience stores, and carryout businesses ("Operation
Inside Out").  Foot patrols, when available, are an excellent
option for this purpose.

� Immediately and logically respond to crime trends and patterns
by deploying resources to locations during the times they can
achieve the greatest results.

� Use District Stabilization Units and other discretionary
resources to monitor main thoroughfares and reduce 911 calls
for discharging and narcotics.

� Share intelligence with other district commanders.  This is par-
ticularly important when a targeted organization relocates to
another district.  An intelligence-sharing meeting should imme-
diately occur when this happens, as both commanders are
responsible for implementing a solution.  In other words, com-
manders may not claim victory by displacing a problem to
another district.

� Hold officers accountable for judiciously applying the three
enforcement options and knowing the criminal recidivists and
gang members on their posts.

� Monitor outstanding warrants - particularly those for recidivists,
violent crimes, and firearm violations - with the assistance of
the Warrant Apprehension Task Force.
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� Direct all discretionary district resources, including flex units,
drug units, and bicycle units, to target their investigations in
areas with spikes in violence and property crime.  These units
should begin their shifts at least two hours before the identified
pattern or trend has been occurring.

� Ensure clear and concise coordination between patrol person-
nel, discretionary district units, and assisting outside resources.

� Use PUSH sheets as a tool to gather immediate intelligence
and stay ahead of possible crime trends.

� Refrain from predictable deployment tactics. Mixing up opera-
tional resources may provide the advantage needed to win.

� Direct Neighborhood Services Units to update community
groups and business owners on current crime trends and pro-
vide crime prevention information and contact numbers.

� Ensure patrol shifts exchange information on current crime
trends and patterns.

� Conduct joint initiatives with other districts to target the loca-
tions violent offenders and other recidivists frequent.  When
appropriate, include M.T.A., Housing Authority, and Transit
Police.

� Hold weekly district Comstat meetings to ensure all supervisors
have current information about crime and deployment.
Meetings are to include all district resources.

� Monitor locations of block parties.  Confer with the Overtime
Unit to verify organizers have permits, and check with the
Organized Crime Division and Criminal Intelligence Section to
determine if any of the party's attendees are targets of an on-
going investigation.

� Create Criminal Intelligence Alert Boards in district roll call
rooms, posting photographs of the "Top Violent Offenders" and
other recidivists.  Update the flyers daily and recognize officers
who arrest any of these offenders. 

� Identify locations that are attractive to criminals:  high-rises,
vacant buildings, areas with poor lighting, and dense shrub-
bery.

IDENTIFICATION

After a violent crime or identification of a pattern or trend, com-
manders must identify the following:

� Open-air drug markets, prostitution environments, and gangs
within the area of the incident(s);



� Recidivists, offenders recently released from prison, and con-
victs on parole or probation;

� "Victimology" - the age, sex, criminal background, and criminal
associates of the victim(s).  Investigators should look for prior
incident reports where the victim was the complainant, suspect,
or witness; 

� Social clubs and bars within close proximity of the incident that
may reveal valuable intelligence.  Investigators should speak
with employees and patrons and look for any video equipment
on the premises; 

� Candlelight vigils, memorials, block parties, and social gather-
ings related to the incident.  Notify the Community Affairs
Division and Criminal Intelligence Section of these events in
order to gather case-related intelligence and to prevent retalia-
tion.

RETALIATION PREVENTION STEPS

� Establish foot posts where crimes have been occurring and in
locations that suspects frequent.  If resources are not available
to establish foot posts, the district commander will analyze the
circumstances surrounding the incident and develop the appro-
priate maintenance schedule.  The post officer will document
enforcement in the area and supervisors will meet squad mem-
bers there to collect paperwork and complete other administra-
tive duties.

� Distribute wanted flyers to all district personnel immediately
after detectives identify a suspect. 

� Conduct strict proactive enforcement in the target areas utilizing
the enforcement menu. 

� Post-incident arrests and debriefings - There is no such thing
as an insignificant arrest, citation, or summons after a violent
crime or pattern of incidents.  More than ever, arrest debriefin-
gs are critical, particularly those involving "Professional
Criminals."  Detective Division personnel must debrief all recidi-
vists and arrestees with actionable intelligence.

TACTICS

Decoy operations have become virtually obsolete as a tool for pre-
venting and solving robberies and thefts.  Investigative units must
again bring them into the fold of options.  While ComStat analysis
can tell us when and where offenders are likely to be active, decoys
may be the bait needed to catch a slippery suspect.
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HOMELAND SECURITY - 
A RENEWED COMMITMENT

The Baltimore Police Department's commitment to homeland secu-
rity is an excellent example of effective communication, cooperation,
and coordination.  The Criminal Intelligence Section spearheads the
department's homeland security efforts, working closely with local,
state, and federal agencies to ensure domestic preparedness and
prevent terrorist activity:

� Operates a toll free hotline 24 hours a day, seven days per
week, to provide immediate response and investigation of all
suspicious activities in Baltimore;

� Staffs a Watch Center to provide real-time assistance to investi-
gators at crime scenes and command members during large-
scale events;

� Identifies critical infrastructure sites within Baltimore and coordi-
nates immediate protection for these sites during times of
increased security risk;

� Works hand-in-hand with the Bureau of Immigration and
Customs Enforcement (BICE) and the U.S. Coast Guard to
monitor leads and suspicious activity at the Port of Baltimore;

� Assigns detectives to the FBI-Joint Terrorism Task Force;
Bureau of Alcohol, Tobacco, and Firearms (ATF); BICE; and
the Maryland Coordination and Analysis Center for increased
intelligence sharing;

� Tracks all recovered handguns (with the assistance of the ATF)
back to their original owners with an emphasis on straw pur-
chases.

The Criminal Intelligence
Section works closely
with state and federal

agencies to ensure
domestic preparedness.

The Criminal Intelligence
Section maintains a

watch center for inves-
tigators and an open

phone line for the public,
24 hours a day.
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